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Reaping profits, dumping patients
The U.S. health care system is sick. National health insurance is the cure.
By Stephanie WassennRn

An average of 300,000 uninsured patients are "dumped" each year from private hospitals that are no longer willing to
assume the cost of caring for them.
Most of those dumped are among the
37 million U.s. residents who have no

health insurance. An estimated 53 million
more have inadequate health insurance,
leaving them·vulnerable to long-term illness or serious injury.
Dumped patients often end up in public emergency rooms, some of them in
critical condition from ailments which
began as minor problems. The public

health-<:aresystemendsupspendingmore
money treating these critical patients than
it would have spent treating those people
the first time around. The price paid by
these long-suffering patients is even
greater.
Patient dumping is just one of many
alarming consequences of this county's

Cheap health care

Health hoaxes

You don't have to be flat broke
to fear the expense of getting sick.
Health care costs so much that it
threatens everyone who doesn't
have a top-notch insurance
policy.
As a result, many people put
off seeing a professional until
their condition is unbearable.
Don't put it off. There are
more than a dozen places in
Greater Portland where professional health care is affordable or even free.

No one believes everything
they read in the supermarket. But
who would have thought Aunt
Jemima would deceive us?
S«p!lge 10

Frustratingly fat
Each year has its best-selling
diet - because last year's diet
didn't work. The good news is
that you can lose weight while
maintaining your bank account
and your sense of humor.
S«p!lge 12

profit-dependent health-<:are system. And
it is just one more reason that an increasing number of doctors and politicians are
calling for a "cradle to grave" national
health-insurance program similar to that
run by the Canadian government.
Continued on PIlge 6
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CHOLESTEROL RESEARCH PROJECT
Patients are being recruited for a research project that will pay for all costs
(laboratory tests, medical care, drugs, etc.) related to the treatment of elevated
cholesterol (hyperlipidemia) for at least 24 weeks.
The project will be using an experimental drug to treat the disorder along with
intensive nutritional counseling by a registered dietician. In order to participate
you must:
• be between the age of 21-70
• have an elevated cholesterol of 270 or greater
• have the approval of your physician
For further Information call Clinical

Research Management 774-4468

RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY
Maine's Best Collection of Outdoor Garden Furniture

Teak Garden Furniture

French Bistro

Bench $199
Armchair $135
End Table $89

Folding Chairs $39
Folding Table $89
4 Chairs
and Table $225
Other styles from France
also available

I •••
••

emu Furniture
Garden

20% OFF

red

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORTH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street • High Street
774-1322
942·6880
667·3615
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RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY

PUBLICATIONS •

Bil Patric's piece on the Maine Turnpike was well researched
(CBW 531.90). As I read the piece, several thoughts came to mind.
The Turnpike Authority is committed to traffic management
options. For the past several years we have offered 549 commuter
parking spaces of 16 lots and we continue to promote ride sharing.
car pooling and traffic information announcements. We do not see
the additional lane as being in conflict with the return of passenger
rail or other mass transit options.
The widening itself wiIl costaround $50million, which isconsiderably less than the $100 million plus price tag of the new Million
Dollar Bridge. The people who are paying for the turnpike expansion, the users of the highway, areoverwhelminglyinsupport of the
two lane improvement.
Too much credence is being given to the Mainewatch study. Itis
a '1iterature search" of ideas that have not been applied to many
places. The suggestion that the addition of one lane ineachdirection
wiIl further alter Maine's rural character is too Simplistic. Few have
argued that the present turnpike has played a major role in the
changing rural character of our state.
The public has had multiple forums for expressing their feelings
about his project. The legislature and the Governor have approved
of the widening.
This is not a cure-all for people who object to cars being such a
central pat of Maine and American life. This is a one lane improvement of an existing highway on an existing right of way.
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Port Bake House

Own Good
Casco Bay ~ is an instrumePtt
of community understanding.

~

38 Exchange St., Old Port • 774-0626
Mon .• Sat. 10 • 8 • Sun. 12 • 5

205 COMMERCIAL ST. • OlD PORT • 773-2217
Also visit the Bake House at 263 St. John St. • 773-5466
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Paul Violette
Executive Director
Maine Turnpike Authority

Robert l.crd
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Deed« Look, Dan Tonini
OffIce Manager
Robyn Bilmes

'Pike widening: "go for It"

DIsplay Advertising

I can't agree with Sarah Conley of the Sierra Oub that "more
turnpike will mean more cars" (CBW 531.90). I find it hard to
believe that tourists are staying out of Maine because the turnpike
is only two lanes wide. Can you picture them saying "Oh boy!, we
can go to Maine now, they have a three lane highway"? It's inevitable Maine will have more cars in the future, with or without the
turnpike being wider. A wider 'pike means the traffic will be spread
out more with less congestion. I say go for it.
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~ Greely, Holly Lynn,

MaurmtMag«

Classified AdvertIsIng
Melissrl Johnson

Conbtbutlng Eclton
TtmI!I! Harbm/photograpIry
To/Q Oshima/illustratitm

W.D. Cutlip/music
Leslie Moristm/Illf
Mike Quinn/sport

Brian Whitney
New Gloucester

On June 11, I was walking along MiddleStreet, preparing to cross
the Franklin Arterial. As I drew even with the police station, which
was on the opposite side of the street, some dozen or two young
men, whom I took to be police officers coming off duty, were
walking down the front steps and descending the ramp to the
underground garage, taIkingamong themselves. Two young women
in shorts were walking by, and I couldn't help looking across and
making a face when the hooting and whistling started. The women
walked quickly on, apparently embarrassed. I was annoyed, but the
best was yet to come.
From where I was, I could hear two of the men going into detail
about the good and bad points of one of the women. Then, one of
them unmistakably said, "Well, at least she's better than that fag
across the street there." I was all alone on the sidewalk. As they
disappeared down the ramp of the police station, I felt my ears and
scalp bum.
How can the members of the Portland Police Department hope
for therespectof the community they cIaimto protect, if they do not
respect that community?
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KEN RUSSELL'S

Don Rubin
Casco Bay Weeldy
distributes 20,(XX) ptlpeI'S fr~
of~ every Thursday.
No pmmt "lIlY take moll! than one
of toeh issue without the permission
of Casco Bay wtek1y. AdditionRl
ropies of the currmt issue and/or
most back issuts "lIlY be purchased
for $1 toeh III the Casco Bay ~
offia. Domestic subscriptions all!
"..ikd 3rd class and are $36/yt!Jlr,
payable in admnce.

Aromatherapy

DR. HAUSCHKA

Tberapeutic Homeopathic

Cosmetics

761-0140
Call for appOintment

Roger
&Me
ROBERT DE NIRO SEAN PENN

WE'RE NO
ANGELS

Casco Bay Weeldy is published
by Casal Bay Weekly, Inc.
Dodge D. Morgan, president.

Casco Bay Weekly
187 a.tl Stn!et
PortIancl ME 04102
207nS6601
fax: n5161S
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Hidden Image

Bill Harrigo~
Portland

/
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Masks
by

Ann Levine

VIEWS are opinions. Your views an here, and sometimes OUTS. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a plume number (which willlfOt be
published) so that we can verify your /etter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Wtek1y, 187 Clark St., Porllimd, ME. 04102.

Casco Bay wmIy is a member
of the Association of Altmrative
Newsw«Jdies

KIRK DOUGLAS &
TONY CURTIS IN

I Umlngs

Contributors
LyrtdR &my, BmrdR Chandler,
Hilary McComb Nangk,
KeUy Nelson, Mike Quinn,
Roland Sweet, Dan TO/Iini,

Entill! ctmJmts e 1990.

Portland

Ifabortion isa choice, then we should have a choice in November:
Andrew, Emery or stay home and not vote. Remember this is a free
country. No one can make you vote. In some countries you vote or
the police will beat you to death.
Don't let these politicians take your free choice away. Abortion
is and should be an issue because the unborn have no choice.

Deep Muscle Massage

..

We have PARKING at our new location!

"Unborn have no choice"

Patricia Palermo, R.N.

1990

to the corner of Commercial & Dana Streets

Too Good
For Her

"An existing right of way"
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Claudia Bepko & Jo~Ann Krestan
authors of

Pollee" do not respect" community
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A review
of Creater

Portland's
top news
stories:
June 25
to July 2.

"The economic tide's
going out and It's taking
all the ships with It. Some
ships are dingles, other
ships are cabin cruisers,
. . other ships are battleships.
Maine Savings Is a dingy
and probably will not
survive. But People's
clearly Is a cabin cruiser
and they'll be able to
weather It."
Gerard Cassidy,
Financial Analyst

GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&ESTATE JEWELRY
Tues. - Sat 11-5

26

MILK STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101
Z07·774·894

CONTEMPORARY GLASS
IilO MILK STREET /207772·9072
PORTLAND MAINE 04101

Tomorrow's Antiques

Last week found local banks
lumbering through the storm,
embargoed club owner Herb
Gideon banking on a plan to
replant his Tree Cafe, Maine
Yankee workers weathering
radiation, a member of Governor McKernan's staff fretting
over a sea of appliances and
feisty Portland boaters being
clocked for speed ...

People's Heritage
loses $20 million
Sideboard by Heidi Prior Gerquest
New and old wood and paint

F.O. BAILEY ANTIQUARIANS
JOY PISCOPO

137.141 MIDDLE ST.
PORTLAND, ME 04101
TEL. (207) 774-1479

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
ttliNK.lifH Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePortland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

People's Heritage Bank
announced that their nonperforming assets rose by $20
million dUring the last quarter
(read: The people they loaned
money too are stiffing them
out of $20 million). But the
bank is still likely to turn a
profit this quarter or break
even, according to bank
officials and experts. Gerard
Cassidy, a financial analyst
with Tucker Anthony Inc. in
Portland said that People's has
less than half the amount of
non-performing assets as
Maine Savings Bank.

Maine Savings to
sell more branches
Maine Savings Bank,
subsidiary of The OneBancorp,
will sell two more of its
branches. The bank is steering
toward meeting a mandate by
a federal agency that it "downsize," but a local expert predicts that the bank still is likely
to sink. Maine Savings will sell
its Bath and Camden branches.
Maine Savings Bank President
Roy P. Hibbian said in a prepared statement that the sale
would be "in line with the
objectives of our plan to
downsize Maine Savings and
increase its capital ratio."
But Portland financial
analyst Gerard Cassidy said
that the sailing is not smooth
for Maine Savings. Cassidy
said that Maine Savings isn't
selling assets fast enough
relative to the increasing
amount of bad loans (known in
banking circles as "nonJ1eTforming assets") that
people aren't paying back to
the bank. And unless the bank

can reduce the bad loans it has
on board, Cassidy said that the
Maine Savings won't weather
the storm. "All banks are
affected by the downturn in
the economy," said Cassidy.
"But by no means are they
anywhere near Maine Savings." Much of the dead
weight the bank has on board
results from bad commercial
real estate loans. Cassidy
predicted that reorganizing
alone won't save the bank, but
that the economy has to "cooperate," too. Maine Savings
losses totalled $144.7 million
last year.

Bank may sell Tree
Cafe at audlon
When things get really
rocky for a bank, a federal
agency called the Resolution
Trust Company (RTO takes it
over and tries to steer it toward
solvency. The feds try to make
the non-performing assets into
performing one's. That's what
happened when the feds took
over the American Federal
Bank in Sanford, which in turn
foreclosed on local music club
The Tree Cafe in March for not
making mortgage payments
(CBW 3.22.90).
American Federal doesn't
want to run the Tree, but
hasn't found a buyer for it
either. So the RTC plans to sell
the building at public auction
on July 17. Fred Cobb, the
Federal official overseeing
American Federal, said that the
bank hopes to sell the bank for
at least $210,000, the amount
that it is owed for the loan. But
Cobb said that the bank may
settle for a lesser amount since
they are anxious to get rid of
the Tree.
Herb Gideon, the embargoed owner of The Tree, said
that he "doubts there will be
any bidders at the auction. .. A
bidder would need to have his
head examined." Gideon said
there are unresolved problems
at The Tree that hurt the bank's
chances of selling it. One
problem is the recent revelation that part of the Tree rests
on property owned by Portland School of Art, potentially
an ugly court mess. Another
problem, according to Gideon,
is that an institution other than
Sanford Bank claims to have a
lien against all the property
inside The Tree. Cobb maintains that Sanford has the lien
on The Tree inside and out,
and can sell it legitimately.
Gideon, meanwhile, is
working on what he called "a
very solid plan" to replant the
Tree. He said investors have already committed more than
half the money needed to
repay the bank and "re-Iaunch
the Tree bigger and better than
before." The plan "would have

come together by now, but in
this economy it's been difficult." Assuming no one buys
The Tree on July 17, Gideon
expects his plan to crystallize
this summer.

Maine Yankee
workers exposed
to radiation
Maine Yankee Atomic
Power in Wiscasset was
recently charged by the U.s.
Nuclear Regulatory Committee
(NRO with four safety violations after three workers were
exposed to radiation. The
violations include "failure to
follow radiation protection
procedures" and "failure to
perform radiological surveillance," said Executive Director
of the Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee Richard
Moldaver. The safety program
at Maine Yankee failed to
protect the workers and resulted in their overexposure,
he said.
"The workers received more
than planned, and it had to do
with the way they were positioned when doing work," said
Pat Dostie, the Nuclear Inspector at Maine Yankee. He
renounced the rumor that one
worker received the maximum
dose of radiation allowed for
one year which would prohibit
him from work until 1991.
The plant may face fines and
a mandate from the NRC to
tighten safety programs, said
Moldaver.

Big-Item buyers
face $5 fee
Mainers buying major
pieces of furniture such as
mattresses and dinette sets or
big appliances such as stoves
and refrigerators now have to
hand over an extra $5-per-item
"advanced disposal fee" at the
store. Denise Lord of the
fledgling Maine Waste Management Agency said the new
fee is expected to raise $5.5
million yearly, which will go
toward state recycling programs. When it approved the
comprehensive solid waste bill
last year, Maine's legislature
had mandated fees that were
higher and that would apply to
smaller components such as
stereos and TVs. But following
an uproar by Maine merchants,
the law was amended to
include only larger items and
impose only a $5 fee. But even
after the compromise, Lord
said that merchants are still
livid: "I'm waiting for appliances to be unloaded on the
Blaine House lawn." The law
went into effect July 1.

AIDS test request
doubles
The number of people
requesting an AIDS test at the
Portland public health clinic
has doubled in the last year
and is expected to continue to
rise, said Portland Director of
Public Health Meredith Tipton.
The number of people who
have tested positive for the

HN virus remains at approximately one percent and is not
expected to rise, she said.

Alcohol penalties
finger walt-staff,
store clerks
A new state law requires
that servers share liability with
store and and bar owners for
serving or selling alcohol
illegally. Maine Director of
Liquor Enforcement John
Martin said bartenders, waitstaff and store clerks will be
fined between $50 and $300 for
serving or selling to a minor, to
someone visibly intoxicated or
to someone before or after
hours. 'The licensee will still
be summoned to the Administrative Court, but now he will
bring the alcohol server, too."
In the past, the owner was held
solely responSible for such
violations, but 85 percent of the
time it is the server who
actually committed the offense,
said Martin. "All we are doing
is holding everyone accountable," he said.

Speeding drivers
face strider fines
In an effort to crack down
on repeat violators and identify problem drivers more
efficiently, the state has
revamped the entire traffic
demerit system, said David
Costello, spokesperson to the
Secretary of State. Changes are
expected to punish habitual
violators while not dramatically affecting others. "For 95
percent of Mainers who drive
well, they will not really notice
any changes," said Costello.
All Maine drivers' existing
demerit points were erased
when the new computerized
system was instituted July 1,
giving everyone a clean slate.
Repeat offenders will be
issued a l2O-day license
suspension under the new
system. Major violations,
which include drag racing,
eluding police, leaving an
accident, passing a stopped
school bus and driving more
than 30 mph beyond the speed
limit, will result in 30- to 90day suspensions. In the past
the violations carried a 1~
point demerit, but not license
suspensions.
Minor violations will carry
between two and six demerits
and drivers who rack up more
than 12 demerits within a year
will be issued a 15-day license
suspension.

Speeding boaters
- face radar, fines
"We're not going to hide
behind piers," said Portland
Harbor Master Alfred Trefry
about his new speed radar
gun. "But if they're going fast,
we'll clock them on the radar
and give them a warning." A
boater who has been warned
and gets clocked speeding a
second time will get dragged
into court and faces a $100 fine.
The fine isn't new, but Trefry
said Portland's speeding law

had no teeth because he had no
verification of the speeding.
Last summer he handed out
1500 warnings for speeding
but said that nobody seemed to
slow down. The speed limit is
5 mph around the piers and
docks, 10 mph in the channel.
Boaters who think they can
beat the system with a radar
detector should think again the radar gun is an instanHm
model that is detected only too
late.

Reported by Deborah Fuller
and Andy Newman

WEIRD NEWS:
orFlorida's Department of
Natural Resources have
recommended banning tourist
attractions where customers
pay to get into the water with
captive bottle-nosed dolphins
because adult males sometimes
become sexually aroused and
make sexual overtures to
humans, including physical
aggression and other aspects of
the mating ritual. In a recent
incident, a Miami legal secretary says that soon after she
entered the water, she noticed
one of the dolphins rubbing
against her in an unmistakably
amorous way. "He liked me a
lot," she recalls. Suddenly the
7~pound animal spun her in
the water and swam across her
back. "]'m going, 'What the
hell's going on? Get him away
from me!' I was really scared."
orResearchers at the University of Florida are blasting
simulated jet engines through
barns to see how the noise
affects pregnant horses. The
Air Force is funding the
$100,000 project.
orA committee at Louisiana
State University Medical
Center has voted to let researchers there continue
shooting anesthetized cats in
the head as part of a $2 million
Defense Department study to
learn how to return braininjured soldiers to active duty.
orPennsylvania has outlawed the widespread practice
known as back-hauling in
situations wherein trucks carry
waste in one load and food in
the next. It is the first state to
pass such a law.
orIn Uano, Calif., 69-yearold Alcide Chaisson was
charged with using a 4-footsquare mirror to reflect blinding sunlight at pilots who flew
over his desert home near
Crystalaire Airport, including
during landings and takeoffs.
Chaisson told authorities the
small planes buzzing over his
trailer drowned out his radio.
orin Atlanta, U.s. District
Judge Charles Moye overturned a death sentence for a
murderer because the jury that
convicted him 10 years ago
had asked for a Bible during
deliberations.
RolRntl Sweet/AlferNd

20.30.40·50.70%

OFF

SPRING AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
from Leon Levin tops
to Nippon dresses,
summer suits,
skirts & sweaters.

COUNTRY;3TORE

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN

Our Bargain Basement Helen's Cellar is all 70% OFF.
WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED

Futons made specially for us by

~
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185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND TIlE CORNER FROM
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM
THE BIG GREY CHURCH"

TidY'S, 1990
have relied on employer-based coverage for health insurance. In
1983 alone, US. corporations spent more than $89 billion on
employee health benefits, making them a major cost of production. Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca, for example, claims that
health benefits for Chrysler employees, retirees and their families comprise more than $700 of the cost of producing a car in the
US. Yet in Canada, where citizens enjoy the benefits of a national health-insurance program, that cost is only $223. In

Canadians are not only happier
with their health-care system, they
also appear to be healthier.

CBW/Toki Oshima

u.s. HEALTH CARE:
REAPINC PROFITS,
DUMPINC PATIENTS
Continued from front page

The number of
Americans
without any
health insurance
is greater than
the entire
population of
Canada.

As rescuers pulled one elderly woman from the rubble of the
San Francisco earthquake, TV newscasters covering the event
said that although they did not know the extent of the woman's
injuries, she seemed in high spirits. From the stretcher she had
"joked" about not having health insurance.
While this woman undoubtedly received care regardless of
her ability to pay, many other Americans are not as fortunate. At
last count 37 million people in the us. lacked health insurance making the number of uninsured Americans greater than the
entire population of Canada. Two-thirds of these people are
members of families in which at least one person is a full-time
employee. While the number of uninsured has risen by one
million each year since 1980, an estimated 53 million others have
inadequate coverage, leaving them vulnerable to catastrophic
out-of-pocket health-care expenses.
For these people, the burden of paying for health care remains
an overwhelming cause for anxiety - even at times of lifethreatening danger. One startling figure suggests that this anxiety is not unfounded. An average of 300,000 uninsured patients
are "dumped" each year from private hospitals that are no
longer able or willing to assume the cost of uncompensated care.
These patients often end up in public emergency rooms, some of
them in critical condition from ailments of injuries they left untreated. In an era in which public hospitals are increasingly more
difficult to find and cost-containment measures in all hospitals
encourage the early release of even paying patients, patient
dumping represents one of many alarming trends that have
resulted from profit-dependent health-care system.

A profit a day
Measuring the success of health care in terms of bottom-line
figures rather than the delivery of services has encouraged some
doctors to perform expensive, often unnecessary procedures. It
also has encouraged spending on health-care advertising, as well
as the construction of new hospitals or wings in areas where the
demand for services has already been met. At the same time,
access to care for the majority of the population has decreased,
adversely affecting the national health status. The National
Center for Health Statistics reported that in 1985, 37 percent of
all deaths in the U.S. were caused by heart disease - a condition
that is widely considered to be prevet:'table.
The trend of decreasing hea1th-care access is particularly
important to the U.S. workforce, where workers traditionally
.

.

response to rising costs, employers in the US. have increasingly
restructured health insurance benefits to shift greater financial
burden onto employees in the form of higher deductibles,
greater out-of-pocket expenses, less coverage or lower wages.
The strikes by the United Mine Workers against the Pittston
Coal Group and the Communication Workers of America
against AT&T are just two recent responses to cut-backs in
health benefits.
According to Tony Mazzochi, a secretary-treasurer of the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW), "All major labor
negotiations are dealing with health care as a primary problem." .
OCA W, long at the forefront of health and safety advocacy,
recently joined forces with the newly formed Physicians for a
National Health Program (PNHP) to support a "cradle to grave"
national health-insurance program in the US. OCAW could
have thrown its weight behind any of several existing healthcare reform proposals, but Mazzochi says the union is backing
the PNHP plan because it is the only one that attempts fundamental change.
Although details of the PNHP proposal have yet to be worked
out, coverage would be universal and comprehensive, and
would include all in- and out-patient care with unrestricted
choice of providers, clinics and hospitals. A board of experts and
community representatives would determine which services
would be unnecessary. All out-of-pocket expenses, including copayments or deductibles, would be eliminated.
Advocates of the PNHP plan point north to Canada for their
role model. The Canadian government offers free, comprehensive health care to all its citizens, regardless of sex, race, creed,
employment status or income. And despite the fact that the US.
spends a greater percentage of its gross national product (GNP)
on health care than Canada, Canadians are not only more
satisfied with their health-care system, they also appear to be
healthier.
In 1986 the U.S. spent 10.9 percent of its GNP on health care;
Canada spent only 8.6 percent. In 1984 the US. infant-mortality
rate ranked 18th among 142 nations around the world. In U.S.
inner cities the rate is comparable to that of many developing
nations. Canada that year ranked eighth. According to a Harris
poll published last February, only three percent of the Canadians
surveyed said they would like a health-care system similar to the
one in the U.S. Sixty-one percent of Americans, however, said
they wanted a system similar to the one in Canada.

Winds of change
The more than 2,000 members of the PNHP represent an
important progressive sector of a profession traditionally
anathema to any attempt to reform in the health-care system.
This progressive element may hail the beginning of a new
approach to medicine as costs increase and widespread public
access decreases. Pervasive changes in the system have ended
the reign of the American Medical Association (AMA) as a
powerful organization able to dictate the form and content of the
practice of medicine in the U.S. The AMA now claims a membership comprised of 42 percent of all physicians. In the '305, 67
percent of all physicians were members of the AMA. But the
benefits conferred from an organization supporting the activities
of the private practitioner are no longer relevant as doctors tum
to salaried positions with the rise of health maintenance organizations (HMOs).
Moreover, the current defensive practice of medicine, which
requires detailed oversight by insurance companies and local
peer-review panels of all clinical practice has inundated practitioners with growing administrative burdens. In fact, the Canadian system of guaranteeing fee-for-service payments through
binding fee schedules negotiated between medical societies and
provincial governments appears to be an attractive means of
eliminating bureaucratic interference and getting on with the
practice of medicine. Fifty-six percent of the doctors who responded to a survey by two researchers from Columbia Univer-

sity and the American Foundation for the Blind said they
support nationalized health care, although of these, 75 percent
believed most of their colleagues would disapprove.

guidelines. The charges for
1989-90 were as follows (they
may go up next year):
Cleaning and fluoride
treatment: 3-12 years, $6; 1361 years, $10; 62-plus, $6.
Sealants are $4 per tooth. Xrays are SO cents each, or $9
for a full-mouth series.
Mouthguards are $3.
Closed April to September,
and mid-December to late
January. The beginning of
each semester is the easiest
time to get an appointment.

A better plan
PNHP has, for several reasons, advanced the idea of free
universal coverage over a proposal by Sen. Edward Kennedy (0MA) that would require employers to provide health insurance
to all full-time workers and their dependents. According to
PNHP member Cecile Rose, the Kennedy bill and other similar
proposals "create two classes of care - one for the employed and
one for the unemployed." Rose says such proposals will likely
result in differences in quality of care. Also, employer- based insurance does not address the administrative problems that
plague our current system. Rose estimates that "$50 billion per
year (in administrative costs) could be saved" by eliminating
insurance companies and streamlining the payment system. Furthermore, out-of-pocket expenses can function as barriers to
access. A broad range of studies suggest that, at least for hospitalization, co-payments discourage necessary care, especially
among the poor.
Under the PNHP plan, hospitals would be reimbursed for operating expenses on an annuallump-sum basis and would be
prohibited from making profits or restricting services. Moreover,
payments for capital costs would be separated from hospital operating costs and physician fees. According to the PNHP, hospitals under the current system have strong incentive to restrict
services because equipment and buildings can be purchased
with surplus funds from yearly operating budgets. By isolating
capital costs from operating costs, rational resource allocation
would be insured through regional planning. This mechanism
would likely eliminate current inequities in resources that allow
300,000 hospital beds across the nation to lie empty each day.
Finally, the PNHP program would be administered by a public agency, and funds would be channeled through a singlepayer system. The I,5SO private insurance companies currently
responsible for administering much of this nation's health care
consume about eight percent of their revenue in administrative
costs. The Canadian government, on the other hand, spends only
three percent of the revenues for its national health program on
overhead.
Details of the funding structure for a national health-insurance program in the U.S. have not been worked out, but PNHP
has suggested a basic framework. Funds could initially come
from current federal allocations for Medicaid and Medicare as
well as current state and local funds for health care. Employer
contributions could be obtained by taxing them an amount equal
to the amount they paid the previous year for employee health
benefits.

Education for change
While other unions have recognized the importance of addressing the problems of health care, OCAW is the only union to
take a stance on a specific remedy. But OCAW is not interested
in relating the problem to its membership alone. Mazzochi says
he sees organized labor as a "social movement."
Proponents of a Canadian-style health-care system in the U.S.
recognize many of Canada's shortcomings. The inflationary
nature of fee-for-services reimbursement has put strains on the
health-care budget by encouraging excessive interventions. In response, the Canadian government has limited the total monies
available for physician fees. Some provinces have raised the ire
of medical communities by actually limiting physician incomesalthough they remain comfortably high. Other Canadian providers are frustrated with constraints on capital spending that can
discourage the purchase of new high-tech equipment. Canada's
system also has failed to evenly distribute health-care personnel
throughout the country, with most Canadian physicians preferring to practice in metropolitan rather than rural areas. And
finally, while preventive care is available in Canada, it has not
been systematically encouraged.
Despite these weaknesses, advocates of the PNHP proposal
believe that a comprehensive and publicly mandated national
health-care system remains the only viable solution to healthcare problems in the US. These advocates do not represent a
minority voice. Seventy-three percent of the respondents in a
1984 ABC/Washington Post survey said they supported a
nationalized hea1th-care system in the U.S. While vehement
opposition is expected from some, one need only remember the
acerbic debates about Medicare in the '60s and HMOs in the '70s
to realize that the specter of the evils of "socialized" medicine
can similarly be put to rest.

stephanie W/lSSmrIIm Iuls Tts5TcMl and written IIbmd hetUth CJlTe policy

fur setIeTIIl publiClltions. A simil#r M'siorl of this story first RppeIlml in
In These Times.

City Hall Dental Clinics

CHEAP

HEALTH
CARE
You don't have to be flat
broke to fear the expense of
getting sick. Health care costs
so much that it threatens
everyone who doesn't have a
top-notch insurance policy.
As a result, many people put
off getting health care until
their condition is unbearable.
This gnaws at the quality of
their lives. And the longer
health care is postponed, the
more it is likely to cost the
patient in the end. As the
saying goes, "a stitch in time
saves nine."
A year ago, Casco Bay
Weekly writer Hannah
Holmes assembled this list of
places that offer dental,
mental and physical health
services at a discount. Since
so many of you have requested copies of that back
issue, we decided to reprint
this condensed version.
Some of the places listed
below charge a flat fee that is
a fraction of the market rate.
Some use formulas to decide
how much you can afford to
pay. Is there a hidden cost to
cut-rate care? In the short
run, you may find yourself
sitting longer in the waiting
room, or in the dentist's chair
waiting for a supervisor to
approve the work done by a
student or intern. Or you
may gag on red tape. Other
than that, there should be no
difference in the quality of
the care you'll get.

874-8300 ext. 8447
City Hall, 389 Congress St.
Also: Reiche School, 166
Brackett St. and Riverton
School, 1600 Forest Ave.
There are dental chairs at
each location, and dental
hygieniSts travel to them.
They do teeth cleaning,
fluoride treatment, and give
you a free tooth brush with
instructions! No x-rays, no
diagnoses.
Fees are based on household income and number of
dependents. Medicaid not
accepted.

Community Dental
Health Center
871-2284
First floor Maine Medical
Center, 22 Bramhall St.,
Portland
Services include just about
everything a regular dentist's
office would do: extractions,
fillings, cleanings, some
bridge work and root canals.
No crowns. The staff is all
licensed and, reportedly,
very friendly.
The amount you pay is
based on your total household income and number of
dependents. Medicaid
accepted. The forms take
about 10 minutes to fill out,
and you'll be told immediately whether you'll be
paying 25, SO, 75 or 100
percent of your bill. Most
people end up paying 50
percent, but even the 100
percent rate will likely be
lower than in a private office.
Hours are 8-4:30 MondayFriday, by appointment only.
If you are in great pain,
they'll try to fi t you in.

MENTAL
Community Counseling
Centers

DENTAL
Westbrook College
Dental Hygiene Clink
797-8999
716 Stevens Ave., Portland
(Seasonal)
The Westbrook College
Dental Hygiene Clinic is
staffed with college students.
The students may take up to
three hours to clean your
teeth, but you'll have a
blinding smile when they're
done. They also give you a
fluoride treatment and a
toothbrush. The students are
supervised by a dentist.
There are no income

874-1030
622 Congress 5t., Portland.
Also: 267 Falmouth Rd.,
Falmouth and 29 School St.,
Gorham.
Community counseling
centers and mental health
centers are for people who
want to invest in their mental
health and well-being, but
can't afford the $65-$100 per
hour that counseling generally costs. (They are also for
people who can afford it.)
Through group, family and
individual counseling, the
centers usually offer help
with issues like alcohol and
drug dependency, depres-

~
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sion, sexual abuse, pregnancy, employment and parenting problems, and more.
The Portland center is
using a "focused treatment"
plan, in an attempt to shorten
the waiting list. You and
your counselor focus on the
problem you want to address, and you concentrate
on it for 12 visits.
The centers charge on a
sliding scale. The Portland
center takes a lot into consideration, including your rent,
medical, child support and
other expenses. Medicaid
accepted.
There is a waiting list of
two months in Portland, the
longer waits being for sexual
abuse and home-based
family counseling.

Community Alcoholism
Servkes
775-5671
82 Elm St., Portland
Group and individual
counseling for alcohol and
drug abuse. Also for Adult
Children of Alcoholics and
co-dependency. Counseling
is done by licensed substance
abuse counselors and by
intems. Waiting list for an
intake interview is about
eight to ten weeks.
Sliding fees are based on
income and family size.
Medicaid and insurance are
accepted, but they don't pay
the $15 for the first visit. The
top rate is $100 an hour, half
that for group sessions.
However, services are never
refused because of inability
to pay.

REPRODUCTIVE
Family Planning
874-1095
500 Forest Ave., Portland

725-8264
54 Cumberland St.,
Brunswick
282-6620
49 Main St., Biddeford
324-9385
243 Main St., Sanford
Family Planning centers
provide gynecological health
services, birth control counseling and supplies. All care
is given by nurse practitioners with special training in
family planning.
A clinical exam (including
a pap smear, pelvic exam and
standard disease tests) ranges
from $10 to $40, depending
on income. Pregnancy test, $5
to $15. Oral contraceptives,
$3 to $7 per cycle, diaphragms $3 to $8.
Portland: Monday through
Wednesday 11-8, Thursday 85, Friday 8-11:30 a.m.
Teen walk-in hours:
Portland: Saturday 9-noon.
Brunswick: Monday 1-5.
Reiche Health Station: Tuesday 6 p.m.-9. Munjoy Hill
Health Station: Thursday 6
p.m.-9.

Continued on page 8
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To Perlll or Not to Perl"?

VIDEO IMAGE HAIRSTYLING
• We'll show you new styles, new
textures, new shapes and new
exciting colors!
• View yourself in up to a dozen
styles in one hour.
VIDEO

IMAGING

S35

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
854-1365 Call for a free brochure
1 2 Westbrook COlTmon
Westbrook, ME 04092

Gifts certificates
availablel

~COBAYT~l?

C ... Things Worth Having...

:tt

'l
JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES, PORCELAINS, OIL PAINTINGS

Exclusive dealer in Maine for
LEHMAN & LEE of SANTA FE -

Hand-made jewelry witb
band-cut stones
'l

SET T.ING ••• BUYING ••• TRADING
Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment and more
'l

486CONGRESSSTREE~POR~

774-8983

DID YOU
KNOW
THERE
ARE
620

Women's Choice
874-1098
500 Forest Ave., Portland
Run by the same folks
that run Family Planning.
for women who make too
much money to qualify for
subsidized services. Fees are
still about 30 percent less
than market. Initial exam
$55, pills $10 per cycle.
Monday 9-5, Tuesday 118, Wednesday 9-8, Thursday 9-5, Friday 8-11:30 a.m.

Sexually Transmitted
Disease Clinic
874-8300, Ext. 8446
Third floor of City Hall,
389 Congress St., Portland
A few area physicians
take turns staffing the clinic.
A flat fee of $25(Portland
residents) and $3O(nonresidents) covers various
tests, plus the medication
for more common ailments.
Syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, trichomoniasis,
yeast infections and venereal warts are covered
under the fee. Herpes test
cultures are $22.50, but the
culture isn't usually necessary for a diagnosis. Follow
up visits are $5.
Walk in only. Tuesdays
and Thursdays 4-6 p.m.
Fridays 11:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
HIV (the AIDS antibody)
testing may be done separately in order to preserve
anonymity and confidentiality. The fee of $15 includes
counseling before and after
the test. For an HIV test appointment call 874-8446.

MUSCLES

IN YOUR
BODY? YOU WlLL"AnER THIS.
STEP REEBOK
FULL
MEMBERSHIP

(REG.~) S199
Good Ihrough 7/31/90.

NO INITIATION FEEoo. EVER!

Portland

ARegency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

KID CARE
There are dozens of
prenatal and young-child
services out there. The
Maine Department of
Human Services distributes
a red booklet listing the
resources available in
Cumberland and York
counties. Call 1-289-3311 or
1-800-437-9300 for a free
copy.

Brackett, Mondays 1-5,
Wednesdays 8-5.
Riverton School, 1600
Forest Ave. Mondays 8noon, Thursdays 10-.30-5.
Walk-ins are 8-8:30,
otherwise make an appointment. Three pediatricians
provide services, and much
of the care is given by nurse
practitioners. In addition to
physicals, check-ups and
immunizations, they do
various blood tests, head
checks for lice, plus acute
minor illness like ear and
throat infections, rashes, etc.
If you make an appointment, you can fill out the
forms and get treatment on
the same day. Fees are on a
sliding scale, based on
household income and
family size. Care is free for
some, Medicaid recipients
are welcome.
Other communities
cooperate with Community
Health Services to provide
well child and well baby
clinics on a regular basis. A
nurse from the service visits
a communi ty and does
immunizations and screening for health problems. For
a schedule, call your town/
city hall or call Community
Health Services at 775-7231
or 1-800-643-4331.

GENERAL
CARE
Community Health
Sel'Ykes, Inc.
775-7231 or 1-800-6434331
98 Chestnut St., Portland
Community Health
Services runs a rolling road
show of health care. They
send visiting nurses out to
hold community clinics, and
into homes for people who
can't get out. To get a
schedule of well child
clinics, adult health clinics
in your area, call the
numbers above.
The in-home nursing
program is for people, from
infants to elderly people,
who couldn't live at home
without some nursing care.
Sliding fees for home
care are based on income,
family size, debt load and
general circumstances. The
clinics use a system of
suggested donations.

York County
Health Services
284-2556
or 1-800-482-0971
Industrial Park Road,
Saco. Same services as
above.

Portland Child
Health Clinks

Westbrook
Well Baby Clinic

874-8869
(Portland residents age
two weeks to 21 years.)
Munjoy Hill, 134 Congress St. Monday through
Friday 8-5.
Reiche School, 166

854-9157
810 Main St. Westbrook
Last Wednesday of the
month at the Westbrook
Warren Congregational
Church. By appointment.

9

South Portland Nunlng
Association
767-3326 (South Portland
residents.)
This agency provides
home nursing care, physical
therapy, occupational
therapy and speech therapy
by third party reimbursement (Medicare, Medicaid,
Blue Cross, Blue Shield) and
then on a sliding fee scale.

acupuncture

counseling

health services

massage therapy

ACUPUNCTURE 278 Stole Street
HEALTH CARE
Portlonel, ME
Sheldon R.F. Ganberg
775-5020
D. Ac., Dipl. Ac. (NCAA), Director
,tc..p ........... , o .....tGl ".,"'" ....d
~Iary rA_1'Opy for ........... ,,'for
ellI'ONe &: ocid. UIn...... GIld injun..

Naomi Kronlokken, MA

NEED A DOCTOR?
Call the Maine Ph,..Jician
Referral Service

Rebecca J. Stephens

chiropractic therapy
Chiropractic
Natural Health Center

Dr. Karen Danko DC, ND
oJooliolic c/Uropnu:1ic
ft4IKrop ..rAy

clinics

Under Maine law, a
hospital may not tum away
a patient who can't afford to
pay for care. While this
ensures emergency health
services to everyone, it
leaves hospitals with big.
unpaid bills.
The hospital may design
a payment plan for you, or
help you find otheF-sources
of health care dollars.
For these financial
reasons, as well as for the
maintenance of your own
health, hospitals really are
the last resort.

WOMEN'S CBOICE
bealth & ramily planning
reeourcell for women
"""UaJ esGI'IV • pNpn.GACy ""in6

birl10 eoftl.rol • STU

.e~

Maine Osteopathic
879-8030
335 Brighton Ave.,
Portland

874-1099

counseling
Back Cove COllJllleling Center

879-3000
144 State St., Portland
Mercy runs a prenatal
clinic for women who can't
afford or don't have a
private physician.

Westbrook Community
Hospital
854-8464
40 Park Rd., Westbrook

Parkvlew Memorial
Hospital
729-1641
Main Street, Brunswick

Regional Memorial
Hospital
729-0181
58 Baribeau Dr.,
Brunswick

Southern Maine Medical
Center
283-3663
1 Mountain Rd.,
Biddeford

Barbara Loewenberg-lrIandy, MA
Certil"ied Reality Therapiot
penonolsruwdt • .upr....wn

pf·

""""6 Ji.ordero
and dy''''ndwnolf~.

.peciGlU~ in

527 Ocean Ave
Portland, ME

775-6598

Back Cove COUl18eling Center

James Basile, MEd

1-800-439-2111
A ..,rvic. o( Th. O.leopothic Ho.pitol

24 Victor Rd
Portlonel ME

774,-814,9

Kathleen McKuai MA
Jungian based
Therapy for Women

Herbal cosmetic remed1... uslnll
homoopachlc princlples. Heal
through moblllzlng the metabolIc
functions fo your own skin.

Patricia Palmero 761-0140

massage therapy
AMTA CertiGed

761-1974

Portland ME

Therapeutic MaNage AoeociateB
.e1{-...,,,em, re""'oru/aip.
and"CO" iuu ...
indi";dual, couple., sroup.
50 Lawn Ave
Portland ME
773-9625

tl&erap_~

eoMCIa,

-1UI'8)' 100,*,

acc..,......... (JilL SIoiA Do),
facial ......."P
222 SL John St _rlu""p .......ilable

Portlonel ME

774-2550

Carol Fusco
ma..age tberapy • aromatherapy

775-3265
Barbara L Wilson BSR
Rehabilitation Consultant

s........ ..

011:

e,....,. for Wo_"

.1&I'1Ji&JO,.. o/11l.C4Nl

48 Deering Sl

232 St. John St

775-7927

Portlond ME

Intown Counseling Center
Lucy C, Chudzik
'''''~nl for

addklio ..., .. CO..
;.."... and co-dep .. rulency

Portland ME

adult., ado"'""",,,., chiLdren
aUwurance
accepted

Day One
for
Youth & Families
aff..cted by alcolaol & odt.r In.g.
reoidenliol ....,otmenl

romilr therop)"

839-6190

874-1045

p"",

individual., co ..
......u 8'"0up'
iseuell of &elf-ellteem
2 CUlltom Hou&e Wharf
Portland ME
772-6892

B uman
Development
Consultants

142 Hlp St.
Sulle532

Portlond ME
772-0664
Bette Kat&ekll8 Ed.D
Diane Lemay Ed. D
individual, sro"p and couple.

Windham, ME

by appointmenl

772-0965

Deborah D. Cook
certified neuro muscul..r the ..aput

774-0895

892-74,53

Betb Koehler

psychotherapy
Pamela L- Chubbuck,

Core Eller,etia •

MAl CBT

BioeDertet~

..:I,.. ..

871-8274

846-0800

INSIDE OUT
Complete peraonal exercUe preacripLion.
to enhance your quality or life.

Diane Demos
Personal Trainer
883-0153

Joy of Recovery Through the
Shamanic Experience

Aweekend experimential worf<shop integrating
modem recovery work wilh ancient Shamanic
methods. Augus13·5 at Rockcroft Lodge on
beautiful Sebago Lake. For more info. call
Acupunclure Heahh Care1 IT5-5020 or
Panlher Star Nation. <><>J·4570.

Mideummer Night'. Dream CI....
In safe and sacred space ~ wi. use basic
Jungian concepls and our own inluition
to explore ways of listening to our soul
through night dreams and daydreaming images.
K.lhI..,n MeKuoi, M.A.
Jungioa B..-I Theropr (or 'lVomCD
Coli 7994927 for ...oeh...... ond info

.,.,..rie"".

Elizabetb London
mll8tlage therapist

publications

... ediJ& ~e·.po'" _.""..

774-6876

Web of Light

Christina Lyons

Southern Maine's Only Paper
on Whollstlc Health and
Personal Well-Being News

matlllage therapiat
relwratiDn Irealme"'" for II!Om8n in
a co"""nienl
Endlocalion

w•.,

AMTA
member

775-2190

Loosen your limb.
Strengthen your roots

The Inner Dance
A monthly gathering exploring creative
movement, aschctypal journeys and
crystal awakenings. Next workshop,
July 28th. For more information. call,

Moriah Moser MAo DTR 72S-1191

reduce .lre.. and improtH! Makla

Personal Filne88 Trainer
Wellnes" Consultanl

767-5800

.n...... ill -,.. f<> life
75
915
&haft incratuing it. _peed"
8 ..9

8 classes Thursday evenings
6-7pm July 12- AUgust 30
25A Forest Ave., Portland, ME
For registration and information
call Don Labbe 854-9257 evenings.

lherapeutic mll80age
polarity therapy
-u. in bale""e II!illa lif..
Saco
284,-9594,

tMoliolic tronoperoonolllw"",iIIl
illicit 20 yean
dedic....d to IUIVYin6
nWwl • body ••piIU .....Do...

16 Patricia Drive
Cape Elizabeth, ME

success!

TAl CID CHUAN

c ...... Ut Tal Chi Claucua
&: ,t ..1lt.u.1ic M"""......,

fitness

Robert W. Klotz, Jr.
Be.lth Edueotor
Hrpnotheropiot
M...age Therapdt Wellne. Conaul'anl

Introduction to

Kimhall Health Cenler

Regislered Dance Therapi"t
I ruliviJruJl & Croup P.yclwdterapy

LOOK FOR FREE COPIES
IN YOUR LOCAL AREA

OK CALL 625-7447
TO I'II'ID our HOW YOU CAl'I
GET EACH HOrrorS con

yoga
Portland Yoga Studio
Elaine & Franc;' McCillic"tUy
Bummer cia...,. begin July 17th
616 Congree.
797-5684
Po .. tland ME

Katherine Murray, RN
the.... peutic maNage lherapy

WORKBARDER
Jessica Lockhart
Personal Trainer

Donna Gacetta MS

neuromU8Cular therapy
em ..........,. 10 poiA

relief
Mad • necl. jail!

Caroline Loupe, MA

Stephen D. Anderson, MS

535 Ocean Ave
Portland ME

Annie Bertland NMT

.pec~ in ain

creative arts therapy

761-9096

Coastal
. ","'~e '!">....
"",nUJ ... ftuNly .......
Counseling .--tdy.fiutetio...
Associates
772-5581

neuromuscular therapy

775-1771

PoraJand, ME

Suile220

Expetienced Nutrilional Consuliarl and Certilioo
Biokinesiologisl wilh a Maslers in Holistic Hea~h
lookirg fo. association wfth Chiropracler
or other Holistic Practice. Iwork wilh lood
allergies and organ imbalarces l.5irg herbs.
diet counselilllJ and other holistic modaltties.
Pauli 892-9493.

A

psychosynthesis

Mary Taylor 829-3362

pro/...ionallh.rapeatic mauop for
cit. pronoolio" of Iw..w. ....a ...Ihwu

CriJIlina Christensen RN, BS

Carrie Peterson MA, MS

Classes for Jlregnancy a birth,
breast£eeding a parenting.

865-1988

828-0526

penonal and SPiriluaJ integmlion

for eating and
body imnge inue.
and ...omen's inue.

Arydoka(603)659~56

Healthy Beglnnin~

whoIisdc counseling

Lisa Bussey MA, CEDT

797-8180

NUfRlTION COUNSELING
tndlvlduol & famUy
Elizabeth Patten, MS,LD

Sheila Sewall, RN
775-6598

Portland are ..: Ginn)' 865-1677
Southern NHI

DR. HAUSCHKA

oervice. ror cbanglng ramili ...

iN&id.u.l. "",nUJ &: ItuNly IIwI'Opy

527 Ocean Ave
Portland, ME

by appointment only

nutrition

Christina A. Bauer

divorce coun&eUng

lntroductory Cl~&eB and
regular meetmga

herbal cosmetics

799-4927

S. Diane Paige, MA

Buddhist Meditation

mll8"age therapist

o(M.iDe

adJOclioru

day & evening appointmentl

Allison Basile, MEd, CAS

4, 77 Congreu St

Mercy Hospital

775-7798

&: "-'-ftI.

Maine Medical Center
871-{)111
22 Bramhall St., Portland
If you do find yourself
out of options and in need
of medical attention, Maine
Medical has it all.
The registration office on
the ground floor will assess
your financial status. There
are only two categories: full
price, or free. The hospital
will set up interest-free
payment plans.

142 High St
Portland, ME

772-5131

475 Steven. Ave
Portland ME

HOSPITALS:
THE LAST
RESORT

holiotic co ..,....ling
p.ycho.ynthe.io
polarity 'herapy

workshops

fone •• de.igned e.pecially
fO mee. your need.
783-8970

AMTA
certir...d

Patricla Palmero, RN

SIUATSU

Deep MNSCk M.auas- -n--aplst

David S. Handwerker, RN
BSN,MS

1Wgger PobtI, p~
Swedub, GenNa. q, A .........

-n--tlpk_

geriatrics

761-0140

Marji Greenhut, MPS, AIR

Enriching lberapeudc Massage
Swedish· ACOJpressure • Escalon
Nourishing and Relaxing

An Therapy Cor people clcaUnll with
ls8ua of their own .... 11 or the

aglna ofCamlly mcmbers
Art Therapy group. on """""" ~
t:tJf'ICnn5 also

auailabkJ

833-6391

shiatsu

883-1528

lUHlIIh St
SuIte 414

Portland, ME

773-SS81

Louise Sims

Cert16ed ShiatBU TherapiBl
dt. balanc.. of body, wnd & apiril

Pamela Richards, CMT

883-0315

.peeioJWn.,J ir& .ulJ.ictio,. recow:Jy

775-2701

Look for the next
Quarterly Wellness
Report, September 13.
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Majors in:
Ceramics
Graphic DC15ign
Jewelry and

97 Spring Street

Mctalsmithing
Painting
Photography

Portland. Maine 0410 I
207.775.3052

More than half the students ill our degree pro·
gram have families, a career or have graduated
from another college. What they have in common
is the desire to be a professional artist or designer.

(207) 767-3047

Two convenient locations:
30 Cir. CellTer. POrT/alld • 772-7296

71 US' RoUle I. Scarborough • 883-7363

fULL COLOR

Did you know that most of Weight Watchers'
frozen dinners aren't nearly as good for you as
35 frozen dinners made by eight other brands
such as Stouffer's, Annour or Le Menu? In a
recent study by the University of California's
School of Public Health, only two Weight
Watchers' frozen meals (Fillet of Fish au Gratin
and Sweet n' Sour Chicken Tenders) rated as
"highly recommended," according to their
quantities of calories, fats, salt and protein.
Meanwhile, six Weight Watchers' meals
were rated as only moderately recommended they contained either skimpy levels of protein
or excessive amounts of salt. The brands with
the greatest number of highly recommended
dinners were Dining Utes and Healthy Choice
Dinners. Interestingly, only two of Stouffer's
Lean Cuisines - Chicken Oriental and Filet of
Fish Divan - got top ratings; 11 received no
more than a moderate recommendation.

Would Aunt Jemima deceive us1
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Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland· n4-4455

Who would have thought Aunt Jemima
would so deceive us? One would think her
Homestyle Blueberry Waffles contain real
blueberries - indeed, she lists "blueberry buds"
in the ingredients. But with a little checking, the
Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI)
detennined that Vte blueberry buds are made
solely of sugar, dextrose, hydrogenated
, oils, artificial flavor,
salt, citric acid, cellulose
gum, "modified" soy
flour, com syrup solids,
silicon dioxide, malic
acid, sodium hexametaphosphate, blue dye
number 2 and red dye
number 40. "Some
buds," the center
concluded.
CSPI conducts a .little
study like this each
month, to publicize
foods that are particularly good, and particularly bad. I've been
collecting the most
interesting of these studies for a while for a
column like this, so you'll get a good dose of
them today.

Oscar Mayer's new polson: Lunchables
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A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
conventional medicine.

Ka.thie D. McGona.gle, LPN, CMT

1berapeutic Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540
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Free film every day of ihe week!
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Lel me create an
intelligenl 61De88
program designed
specifically for you.

PerooDal Trainer
NutritioD Co ...u1tant

It's not news by now that foods or medical
treatments suddenly touted as beneficial later
tum out to be useless or, worse, dangerous. But
so many of these regimens and elixirs are
getting discredited these days that it's impossible to resist passing on the news. So, for the
stimulation of your smile lines if nothing else,
here are a dozen reversals, hoaxes and other
assorted "health" outrages.

The Big Deal

I have over 20
yean of experience
lraining bolh teenage" IIJId adulls.

Skip RobilUlOD

By Todd Oppenheimer
Fay Miller _ Portland. Maine
Various accumulated college credits
Receptionist _ Married _ 2 Children
First year Foundation Program

Gel the MOST oUl
of your workoull

BODY

Health hoaxes

Printmaking
Sculpture

Maine's Independent College
of Art and Design

SMART

Healthy-sounding labels
are sprouting up
everywhere, but don't be
fooled. The supermarkets
aisles are brimming with ...

It's Not Too Late
to make your mark!
Portland School
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CSPI just reported that Oscar Mayer is
promoting a new poison called Lunchables, a
package of mini-sandwiches made of crackers,
ham, balogna or beef and cheese, with a cookie
for dessert. Upon examination, CSPI's lab
discovered that the Lunchables have more fat
than a Big Mac and some contain more salt than
15 slices of bacon. If you'd like to complain,
CSPI suggests you call Oscar Mayer: 1-800-2222323. Since you may be reluctant to try this
meal, CSPI's tasters say the meat tasted like
"saIt-cured cardboard that had been glued
together, and the cheese had the ronsistency of
Play-Doh. The healthiest thing to eat in a box of
Lunchables is the napkin."
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Salad Singles: salt and fat
Orval Kent, the company that invented a
new packaged treat called Salad Singles, seems
to think its doing a favor for the young and onthe-go by loading them down with salt and fat.
The company's tuna salad gets 74 percent of its
calories from fat - more than twice what the
American Heart Association recommends in a
meal. In, fact, the tuna salad offers more than
twice as much fat as protein. One salad also
contains more salt than the new Recommended
Daily Allowance: 500 milligrams. And the
Crabmeat Salad, which consists primarily of
celery and a fish called pollock, offers more
mayonnaise, water and sugar than crabmeat.
Remember, however, that many doctors believe
that if your blood pressure is normal, generous
doses of salt in your food win do you no hann.
If in doubt, get your blood pressure checked.

LIght cupcakes and heavy snacks
Hostess is now offering a "light" cupcake
through a brilliant sleight of hand. The new
cupcakes contain less than half the fat of the old
variety, and an average of 125 calories, compared with 190. The trick is the new "light"
cupcakes are also smaller. Ounce for ounce,
CSPI discovered, their fat and calorie levels are
almost the same.
And a brand new hoax, Spicer's Natural
Wheat Snacks for Weight Control, may not
control weight as the company claims. According to the American Journal of Oinical Nutrition, the "major clinical study" the company
cited as evidence of weight loss was too limited
- and questionable - to prove its case.

(And a few truly healthful foods •••)
CSPI has found some truly healthful foods:
Bloch & Guggenheimer's pickles (low in salt);
Stouffer's "Right Course" (particularly low in
fat, see first item); and Arrowhead Mills' com
chips and "Blue Com Curls" (extremely low in
both fat and salt).

What's In that Big Mad
Recent interest in more complete infonnation
about food ingredients has provoked some
interesting skirmishes. Food manufacturers
have long fought more detailed labels, arguing
that it could reveal trade secrets.and require
endless adjusting. Interestingly, American
foods sold in many overseas countries already
provide much more detailed labels than the
companies use here, because of stricter foreign
laws. While American shoppers cannot find
out, say, what percentage of sugar is contained
in various breakfast cereals, CSPI found that
Thailand shoppers can readily see that

CBW{foki Oshima

Kellogg's Frosted Hakes are 31 percent sugar.
Because of growing citizen concerns about
what's in our food, fast food companies such as
McDonald's and others were forced in 1986 to
disclose their ingredients, but most have failed
to do so. CSPI recently surveyed 65 fast-food
restaurants around the country, and found that
only Jack-in-the-Box had lived up to its agreement. Most of the McDonald's, Burger Kings
and Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises still
posted none of the signs or nutrition pamphlets
that had been required. And not a single
Wendy's had done so.
.
Meanwhile, Maine has become the first state
to force its food stores to post signs noting
which foods may have been treated with
chemicals, and which foods, if any, haven't.

Eyeing the eye doctor
Moving on from food, it seems that an
increasing number of eye operations for cataracts are unnecessary. A South Carolina eye
surgeon once said up to a third of cataract
operations are unnecessary; other doctors have
said closer to five percent aren't needed. Yet
Congress has found that the number of cataract
operations has risen from 154,000 in 1979 to 1.4
million in 1988, many of which are sold to
patients with slick promotions and heavy
offerings of freebies.
To reduce unnecessary operations, states
must now approve the operations before
Medicare will pay for them. But since the
reviews began, the prevalence of the operatio!'5
in some states hasn't declined. In 1989, North
Carolina reviewed 24,493 cases and rejected
only 68. Texas reviewed 68,342 cases and
denied only one. The record in other states isn't
much better, particularly in California, Michigan, South Carolina and Horida.

Needless needles
Finally, if you're planning to travel overseas
this summer, don't get your shot infonnation
from the embassies. In Health magazine
recently found that dozens of embassies tell
travellers to get shots that their countries don't
require. Some even recommended a smallpox
vaccination, which can be lethal and which no
country requires, since the disease was virtually
eradicated a decade ago. For accurate shot
information, call the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta: 404/332- 4559.
Have a good summer.

Todd Oppenheimer isn't fooWl easily. He is a regulAr
contributor ro CBWs ~rlerly WELLNESS ~rts.

We have a complete selection
of books that focus on overall wellness.
From psychology to holistic medicine to
women's issues,
we IuJve it all!

Lower Falls Landing - Yannouth (next to the Cannery) • 846-6306

Natural Foods
Market
Exciting New
Changes
in our Deli!
NEW SUMMER HOURS:
Monday-friday 9:30am-8pm
Saturday & Sunday 9am-6pm

July 5,1990
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The right diet is the one
you can keep eating
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TYLENOL@
EXTRA-STRENGTH
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ZINC OXIDE
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TRIPLE
ANTIBIOTIC
OINTMENT

JEG '
HYDROCORTISONE
CREAM

8 89

990

169

159

175 ct.

1 oz.

Retail Value $1.49

Retail Value $2.95
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Retail Value $299

WHAT'S YOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE?

Photo Day
(TWO Day;Guaranteed Service)

2 FOR 1
Bring your mm to
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Wednesday or
Saturday and reo
eeive Double color
prints for our eve·
ryday low one print

One out of six adults
has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor can do it
together.

Flnd out by
using the
Vita-Stat~

Automatic Blood
Pressure

Computer.
Check your blood
pressure FREE at

price.
Appli es to 31/2" lustre surfa ce prints or cus lom glos3y
Designerprints· on C-41 proceu develop & print orden
only. Cannot be combined with any other sale olTer.

Wednesday, July 25
When you can't sleep. it'salways2 AM. Some20-S0%
of the population suffers from some form of sleep disorder - insomnia, sleep apnea, or narcolepsy. If you or
someone you know suffers from one of these disorders,
you knuw the frustration they can bring. Dr. George
Bokinsky, Director of MMC's Sleep Lab,explains the disorders and what help is available.

By CArolyn Reubm

2 09

4 oz. SPF 15

THE LONGEST NIGHT

DOWNEAST

SUPER PHARMACY

568 Co _ _ S•. PoJ1l.nd • 773·7016

Losing weight is easy. Millions of people do
it all the time - again, and again, and again.
Each year has its best-selling diet bookbecause last year's diet didn't work.
The notion of a "successful diet" is in itself
problematic. A diet, as the word is commonly
understood, is a plan of eating that is different
from your nonnal pattern of food consumption.
In other words, a diet has a beginning and an
end - one day you're "on" the diet, the next day
you're "off." If what you were eating before
you went on the diet kept off the weight, you
wouldn't have had to go on the diet in the first
place. Most often, when people go off a diet,
they return to their everyday eating patterns
and gain back the weight they've lost.
Unfortunately, that isn't the end of the story.
In fact, it gets worse. The human body is
programmed by nature to protect itself from
malnutrition. The body uses fat for energy to
fuel the multitude of biochemical processes that
go on within. If the body is given less food than
it is used to, it goes into a protective mode,
burning fat more slowly than otherwise and
thus conserving energy. The rate at which you
burn energy is called your "basal metabolic
rate," and medical research suggests that the
rate for obese people is 15 to 45 percent lower
than that of thin people.
The result of chronic dieting is, therefore,
chronic weight gain, with each diet leading to a
further increase in weight. That's why dieting
can never be a winning strategy.
The good news is that no matter how overweight you are, your extra poundage is not an
immutable life sentence. You can lower your
"metabolic set point," and bum off fat, by
exercise.
Back in 1977, Covert
Bailey published "Fit or
Fat?" (Houghton
Mifflin), which explains
in layman's tenns the
scientific rationale for
using exercise to lose
weight pennanently
and safely. All you need
is 12 minutes per day,
six days per week.
Sound too rigorous?
Then how about 20
minutes per day three
days per week? Research suggests that
such an exercise plan
will help reduce weight, as well as improve the
function of your cardiovascular system.
Metabolic set point is only one factor,
however, in successful weight loss. Another is
human psychology. Nobody likes to be told
"no." When we hear that word, we want to
rebel, like toddlers when they're being chastised by their mothers. That's why all successful
weight-management programs have one
important element in common: no self-denial.
If you are the parent of a young child, you
know the best way to get cooked carrots into
her mouth is to insist adamantly that she not eat
them. The more dramatic you are about it, the
more likely she is to translate "can't have" to
"gotta have."
Similarly - and although you may hate to
admit it - the more you grit your teeth when

Maine Medical Center's Healthy Ham Hour begins at 5 PM in the
Dana Centerat MMC./oin us forsparkIingwaters,fruit juices,cheeseand
crackers, vegetable trays, and more. The parking is free, and we'll even
check your cholesterol and blood pressure! (Cholesterol screening begins at
4:30 PM.) Call 871·2196 for more infonnation.

SUMMER SESSION
July 2 - August 31

Yoga for all levels
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attention to how you feel after eating these
foods. Do you feel thickheaded or headachy?
Do sores develop on your lips or in your
mouth? Do you experience nasal congestion or
mucus in your throat? Do your muscles or
joints ache? Your body will clearly point out the
offending foods - if you pay attention to it.
(Two aids to this kind of self-exploration are
"The Type 1/Type 2 Allergy Relief Program"
The no self-denial method
by Alan Scott Levin, M.D., and Merla Zenerbach, and "Dr. Mandell's 5-Day Allergy Relief
So without further ado, let me present the
System" by Dr, Marshall Mandell and Lynne
Reuben Method for Successful Weight Loss
Waller Scanlon.)
Without Dieting. I was inspired by the work of
9. Stop measuring your nurturing by the
Michelle Lyons, Dr. Thomas Giles, Dr. Albert
bowlful!
In other words, stop urging food on
Marston, Molly Groger and Dr. Kim Fuller, all
of whom recognize the "rebound effect" of food others and begin to respect the "appestat"
(appetite thermostat) that tells them when to
taboos and the liberating magic of giving
stop
eating. This rule applies to yourself as
ourselves permission to be who we are before
wen.
If you're eating after your body is no
attempting to create ourselves anew.
longer hungry, remember Rule No.5: take out
My method consists of following 10 rules:
1. No food is forbidden - not even junk food. your notebook and write down the reason for
this excess food consumption.
2. Eat as much as you want, without restric10. Remember, no matter how much you
tion.
weigh, what you eat or how you look, eating
3. Before you put any food in your mouth,
behavior
has nothing to do with your character,
ask yourself, "Am I hungry?" (Even if you
your
value
as a human being, or whether or not
aren't hungry, you can stilI eat what you like.)
you have a date this weekend.
4. Sell your bathroom scale. Your goal isn't a
Why does fonowing these rules work?
number; it's to look and feel healthy and
Because
binging is directly proportional to selfattractive. Your eyes (and clothes) are all you
deniaL
Eliminating
self-denial will eliminate the
need to know whether you have reached that
urge to binge. When, standing by the refrigeragoal.
tor door, you ask yourself, "Am I hungry?" you
5. Keep a small notebook in your purse at alI
may answer "No!" and proceed to finish off the
times and jot down notes to yourself every day
potato salad. On the other hand, you may
as answers to the following questions occur to
answer "No!" and walk back to your comyou:
a. For what problems is eating the answer? puter /teievision/knitting/screaming baby.
With increased understanding of your reasons
b. For what problems are being over
for eating, you can solve problems in more
weight the solution?
suitable ways. If you are angry, smack a pillow
C. If I could have anything I wanted right
or express your anger to the person who
now, what would it be?
deserves to hear it. If you are eating to relax, try
d. If I could do anything I wanted right
breathing deeply, doing calisthenics or yoga
now, what would it be?
exercises, taking a walk, massaging your neck
e. If I were my ideal weight, how would
or taking a bath.
my life change?
Finally, ask yourself each morning, "If I were
6. Waste food! If you stop wanting somein
love
with me, what would I do to make my
thing before you finish it, throw it away immelife more pleasurable?" You'll find the need to
diately.
pleasure yourself with high-caloric foods is dis7. Notice any connection between the way
appearing.
And you'll never diet again.
you deal with food and the way you handle
other areas of your life. (Do you always leave
the "best" for last - and discover you often
don't get around to it?)
CArolyn Reubm is a free/ana writer who diets
8. Explore the possibility that food allergies
and writes in Los Ang~les.
are one cause of excess weight. To identify your
allergies, first notice what foods you cannot
imagine living without, then pay special

you order a salad instead of a hot-fudge sundae, the more likely you are to down half a
galIon of ice cream at home later that night. You
don't have to be ashamed of this little kid inside
you. Margaret Thatcher has one. So does Gloria
Steinem. So do Kirk Douglas and Henry
Kissinger. It's a human trait, at least among the
humans who inhabit Western civilization.
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Fitness Depot

The Total Health and RIoe" Center
First Atlantic Building. 222 St. John St.

879.. 9114

TAKE THE
LEAD
TINLEY SPORTSWEAR
FOR MEN & WOMEN

• Padded Biking
Shorts
• Muscle Tops
• Biking Gloves
• Workout Shorts
• Volley Shorts
and more!

insects and looking fur

• Songs of the Sea: BathBrunswick Folk Club presents a concert of seafaring
songs at 8 p.m. in Curtis
Little Theater at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St., Bath. Performers include
Bill Bonyun, Nancy Matilla,
Brian Chadbourne and Roll
&: Go. Tickets are $6 in
advance, $8 at the door,
available at MacBeans Music
in Brunswick and The
Chocolate Church in Bath.
For more information, call
729-3185.

• High-strung madhouse:
Tonight's offering of the
Bowdoin Summer Music
Festival features "Dances in
the Madhouse" by David
Leisner. The composer
performs the piece on guitar
while Syoko AId plays violin.
Also featured will be
Mozart's Symphony No. 41
and Ravel's Duo for Violin
and Cello. The concert begins
at 8 p.m. at the First Parish
Church, corner of Maine
Street and Bath Road, Brunswick. Tickets are $12. For
more information, call 7253895.
• Low-key folk: British folk
band Pentangle comes to
Portland. Pentangle formed
in the mid-60s and continues
to deliver eclectic folk fare
that borrows from jazz,
classical and blues styles.
Pentangle takes the stage at
9 p.m. at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are
$10. For more information,
call 773-6886.

• Where The Wild Things
Are: A Night Walk for
Families is Maine Audubon's
idea of night life. Stargazing,
calling for owls, catching

Records, Tapes, CD's and other Bad Habits
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animal signs and tracks are
among the nocturnal activities. The walk begins at the
Mast Landing Sanctuary in
Freeport at 6:30 p.m. and will
end at about 11:00 p.m. Cost
is $10 per person; advance
reservations are necessary.
For more information, call
781-2330.
• Trolleys revisited: Tonight,
and every Friday and Saturday night through September
I, you can ride trolleys, the
fun transportation mode
crushed by the car industry.
Tolerate contemporary
transportation to get to the
Seashore Trolley Museum in
Kennebunkport. The rides
under the stars begin at 7
p.m. and continue until 9
p.m. For $2, you can ·ride as
long as you want, boarding
up to five trolleys which date
as far back as the turn of the
century. Call 967-2800 for
more information.

more information, call Intown Portland Exchange at
772-6828.

• Puppets in the park: Puppeteer Arthur Essency knows
the right strings to pull with
his Essency Marionettes,
large classical European-style
puppets. Today his puppet
regime is Tommy's Park, Exchange and Middle streets,
Portland. The puppet show is
12-1:00 p.m. and is free as
part of !PE's Noontime
Performance Series. For more
information, call 772-6828.
• Southern Maine Blues
Society's meeting and jam is
at 7 p.rn. at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. Call
773-6886 for more information.

dance extravaganza is per-

formed by the Maine State
Music Theater at Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Performances are
from July 10-29 ,Tue-Sat at 8
p.rn., Wed, Fri and Sun at 2
p.m.. Tickets are $10-$20. For
more information, call 7258769.

• Chamber made: The
Portland Symphony
Orchestra's Alison Hale,
flutist, and Jara Goodrich,
harpist, are The Jarala Duo.
Tonight they perform chamber music at 8 p.rn. in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Admission is $5.
For more information, call
780-5265.
• Lincoln at face value: "The
Faces of Abraham Lincoln,"
an illustrated lecture by
Draper Hunt, USM Professor
of History. Hunt, a Lincoln
scholar and author, uses
portraits of Lincoln from 19th
Century photographer Matthew Brady to illustrate
Lincoln's career. Many of the
photographs capture Lincoln
in the White House during
the civil war, where the tremendous strain reveals a
Lincoln less poised than he is i
on the penny. Hunt speaks at
7 p.m. in Luther Bonney
Auditorium, USM, Portland.
Free and open to the public.
For more information, call
780-4076.
• Lazy Mercedes, the acoustic folk duo, performs at 8:15
p.m., Western Prom Gazebo,
Portland. Free and open
to the public. For
more information, call
874-8793.

• Five jazz players: Southern • The Walkers outside: The
Maine Jazz Faculty Quintet
Walkers, the local rock band
features Scott Reeves, Janet
that's made it big, playa gig
Reeves, Bill Street, Danny
in the Bandstand in Deering
Hall & Les Harris. They
Oaks Park at 7:30 p.m. Free
perform jazz at 8 p.m. in
and open to the public. For
Corthell Concert Hall, at the
more information, call 874Gorham campus of USM.
8793.
Admission is $5. For more in- • Women outside: Maine
formation, call 780-5265.
Women Outdoors evening
hike and planning meeting
• Five Maine poets: Kate
Barnes, Marlene Ekola Gerwill be held at 6 p.m. at
berick, Gary Lawless,
Wolfe's Neck Woods State
Stephen Petroff and Colin
Park in Freeport. The group
Sargent all read from their
is open to women 18 and
work. The reading starts at 7
older. Bring a sandwich for
p.m. at The Theater Project,
dinner. Rain date is July 11.
14 School St., Brunswick. Ad- The hike is free and meets at
mission is $5. For more
the park entrance. Memberinformation, call 729-8584.
ship is $12 and includes a
monthly newsletter. For
• Sundays in the Port continue. Today's the second of
more information on the hike
six consecutive festivals
or joining, call 547-3919.
where Lower Exchange
• Internal Organ: Portland
Street is closed to cars.
municipal organist Ray
Performances are from 12-5
Comils performs works by
p.m. and include: Jack HoBach, Vieme, Saint-Satins at 8
nan, clarinet, 12-1 p.m.;
p.m. at Portland City Hall
Brenda Moore, folk singer,
Auditorium. Sponsored by
12:30-2 p.rn.; Jest Foolin',
The Friends of the Kotzschmagician and clown, 1-3
mar Organ and the City of
p.m.; and Peter Gallway &:
Portland. Free and open to
The Proof at 2:30 p.rn. Perthe public.
formances will be cancelled if • "Me and My Girl," is Noel
it rains. Sunday festivals
Gay's Broadway hit. The JU'(JOe_~"
continue through Aug 5. For
story /musical-comedy /

i

• Rocking with Plant: Robert
Plant (Mr. Led Zeppelin)
performs at Cumberland
County Civic Center, Portland. For more information,
call 775-3825.
• Rocking the Boat: Schooner Fare joins the Portland
Symphony Orchestra in a
performance of sea shanties
at 7:30 p.m. in Fort Williams
Park, Cape Elizabeth. Tickets
are $11 general admission, $9
for students and seniors, $28
for a family with at least one
adult. Rain site is Portland
City Hall Auditorium. For
more information, call 7738191.
• The Underachievers,
whose music runs the gamut
from jazz to boogie-woogie
to rock, perform from 12-1:30
p.m., Canal Plaza, Portland.
The show is part of IPE's
Noontime Performance
Series. Free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 772-6828.
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Maine
Audubon
gets loony.
See July 14
Lincoln
lecture.
See July 11.

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

Located on Beaulirul
Bowdoin College Campua
Brunlwlck, Maine

THEATRE COMPANY
PRESENTS

.~;;

A~n 'I)'
• July 10 • July 29

: 1\IE

~·::-,t:·

(;IIH.,:
•

Africa's Super Group

The magical islands of the

"Expecllronscendence, nothing less"
- Village Voice

Bahamas ...
the Old Port

now in

Thurs, Fri & Sat at 8:00
Sunday at 7:00
955 Forest Ave.

10 Exchange St. • Lower Level • Old Port
---- ----- -- -----

797-3338

• Loony: Maine Audubon's
Loon Project's Loon Festival
takes place at the Maranacook Community School in
Readfield. Speakers will
focus on loons and lake protection. Michael Katudo will
sing loony tunes and tell
stories about loons. Demonstrations will include Loon
woodcarvings and loon
nesting platform building.
There also will be films, food,
and loony stuff to buy. The
festival is from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for adults and
$1 for kids. Volunteers are
needed and can get in free.
For general information or
information about volunteering, call Sally Stockwell,
wildlife program manager,
or Rhonda Morin, Loon
Festival coordinator at 7812330.
• The Pretender: Jackson
Browne plays Portland City
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
are on sale at Ticket-

••• •• • • • • • • • • • •

.~2,~· . :'1-~;

cl~l~--

• Spying on Gorby:
Pssssst..... The World Affairs
Council of Maine presents
"Intelligence Requirements
in the Changing World," a
lecture by Roy S. Godson.
Godson, a consultant to the
President's Foreign intelligence Advisory Board and
former consultant to the National Security Council, will
discuss whether the U.S.
needs as many spies and
counter-spies in Russia and
Eastern Europe in light of the
democratic reforms there.
The talk is at noon in the
Phoenix Room, 10th floor,
Key Bank, 1 Canal Plaza,
Portland. Cookies and coffee
will be available, but sneak a
brown bag lunch. For more
information, call 780-4551.
(Ask for 007)
• Send out the clown: Glenn
Dwyer, a clown and juggling
jokester performs for kids at
12:30 p.m. at the Bandstand
in Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 874-8793.
• Classical Organ: Hot Air
Duo teams up George Bozeman on organ and J. Bryan
Dyker on flute. They perform
works by Bach, Buck, KargElert and Alain at 8 p.m.,
Portland City Hall Auditorium. This is part of the
Summer Organ Concert
Series and is sponsored by
The Friends of the Kotzschmar Organ and the City of
Portland. Free and open to
the public.

OPEN NOW

THE MERRY WIDOW
operu July 31

57 Exchange Street

Tuea. - Sal. 8:00 p.m.

Comer of Market (I Exchange

Wed., Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m.

Old Port
879·2242

725-8769

OFFERING BREAKFAST A: UJNOI
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Featuring New Vegetarian
Spectals and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress SL
across from Portland Museum of Art
~Q:zl,"",

or Ta,T\/--

Saturday, July 7. BPM .. 10PM
Portlond Pertorming Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets: $13 Call Tl4.()465
flIs:, ovaIOOIe at Amadeus /-Me
& G,,1e!y /-Me Fl""O"IIIII
with support from.

....I ..'..,""

~

fRoM All

ron Outlets (including the
Civic Center box office) or by
calling Teletron at 1-800-3828080.
• Gorham Celebration:
Gorham's day-long festival
features a parade, entertainment and more. The festivities are from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at
Robie Park, Gorham. The
Grand Parade marches from
Narragansett School to the
High School at 10 a.m. Sandy
River Ramblers perform
bluegrass music at 11 a.rn.,
and in the afternoon there's a
Fireman's Muster where
firefighters compete with a
hose knockdown, see who
can get dressed and undressed the quickest and do
other drills. On a dryer note,
the Downeast Cloggers
perform at 3:30 p.m. and
Devonsquare closes the
activities with a performance
at 4 p.rn.
• Neighborhood preservation: Guided walking tours
of Saco's historic neighborhoods are being offered July
14 and 18, starting at 2 p.m.
at the York Institute, 371
Main St., Saco. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call 282-3031.
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Bay WakJy

•
~l\UI"@
orga~. -,
Restaurant

...... Lows ........ (Caribbean pop)
Raoul's. 865 FontstAve .• Portland. 7736886.

~

Llatlnga must bo _.lvedln writing b,. 12 _on the Frida,. prior to publication.
A nn Sltomor,
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JOIN
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FOR
DINNER

SILVER
SCREEN

Another 48 Hou ... Another chance for
Nick Nolte as another bumed-out cop
(does he play anything else?) and
a.:'Othe~ ~ for Edde Murphy as his
slick sidekick. Another villian 10 be
wasted. another authority figure 10 be
defied. another Caddy convertible to be
lrashed. same plot
BlIck To Tho Futur. III Marty McFly
and Doc Brown find themselves in Ihe
Old Westof1885. Gun fighlSend spoofs
of Spaghetti westerns characterize !he
last-they promisel- instaHment of !he
time-machine trilogy.

SauteedGuH
Shrimp
with leeks, tomatoes
concasse and
cracked peppercorns
~lVed

with salad.
tntremelSO. chefs
vegetable. potato or
rice and homemade
bread and butter

... COOL

SUMMER

at how AIDS changed gay life during
Ihe .1~s. Norman Rene and Craig
Lewts film follows !he lives of several
gay men as AIDS rises out of Ihe n_splJ4lers and becomes the focus of their
6ves - and dealhs. But this is not a
·Terms of Endearment" Iearierker.
Rene and Lewis have taken a louching
but sober look at the impact of AIDS on
indvicilals and on the gay community
as a Whole. Whelher or not you can
relate 10 the characters' sexuaity. you
will share !heir humanity as this weI~
Written film watches their relationships Robocop II Robot one is challenged by
grow. tum frigid. andlhen become warm
robotlWo. Most of Detroilgetscaughtin
again. Forget the rash of remakes. If
the crossfire. Motor City should know:
you're going 10 see one film Ihis sumthe problem wilh shiny objects is Ihat
mer, Ihis is it
there's always another one coming
along next year.
T_g. NlnJ. Robocopa and Mulant Comlc>Book Dicks Go BlIck to
tho Futur. .nd ••v. • Pretty
Woman IX (Just checking 10 see if .
you're awake.)
Tolal R_II Arnold Schwarzenegger
stars in Paul ·Robocop' Verhoeven's
big-budgetsci-fi flick. Arnie plays a21 stcentury man who discovers that he's
not who he thought he was. But that
~sn't slOp him from k~ling e\l8ryone
III Sight "Total Recall" is high on bon&~king. flesh-flying, head-exploding
VIOlence - and low on plot High-tech
General Cinemas
special effects and Schwarzenegger's
Maine Mall
signature one-hners almost save this
MaIne Malt Road, So Portland
movie.

WHAT'S
WHERE:
n .. ,022
. . H..... CAl
12:30,2:40
~:15
__ T. The••
_ :50. 7. UIIPG)
12.2:35,5:05,7:35,10
1I...,..W........ CAl
12:15.2:30, .:45. i. 9:f5

$13.75

HAIRI

D_ of " - (PQ-131

12:30,2:50,5:10.7:30,9:50
DlcIllt.cy IPCII
12.2:30,5.7:30, fO
DI. H..... CAl
'2,2:30.5.7:30:'0

BoIay". Weekllne Alan Aida's latest attempt to convince us that he's Woodi

featuring
Kela 8:
Tracy

774-4200
31 MARKET STREET

613 Congress st.
Portland

PORTIAND

774-1693

RAOUL'S

"a

Allen. Hawkeye directed this movie
about a lather (Aida) who wanlS a lavIsh wedding for his daughter (Molly
RlIlgwald). BelSy doesn't want it; the
rest of us have no choice.
an-ParadlaoGiuseppeTomatore's
Academy AwanHvinning movieisabout
growing up and how Ihe icons created "
by the cinema shape what we believe
in. The movie describes Ihe life of a
small Italian seacoast1DWn and ilS Cinema Paradiso. where people love. hale
and play. The movie is nostalgic for the
time when movies were movies and
when people still gathered together in a
community.
Doys of ~u,",- Tom Cruise plays a
young diver on the slocll car circuit
The movie also stars Nicole Kidman
Robert Duvall end Randy Quaid.
'

OnwnRnol\~13)

12:15.2:35, 4:56. 7~. 9:45

Nickelodeon

Tomple and Mlddlo. Portland
m-9751

.w...m.... of I'or<I FoIrt....

Sneok Preylow - ono show bnly
July 10 .. 7:30

CInemo_ ..
7~,e:40

_Dod(PQ)

1:15.3:20.7.9:15 (oponaJune 29)

L_ _ c-.non IRI

1:35, 3:55, 7:25. 9:40
Milo & 0tI. (OJ
1:30.3:45
TIe M. Up! TIe M. IIownI
1:10,4:10,7:15.9:30
ToWR...aCAl
1:20,., 7:10, ~:4!;
RoboCop U III)
1. 3:30, 7:05. 920

The Movies

10 EX~PortIand

wI_

A _leIut.
a..t.

Rocklr

~~":7&

Tht.5
9;
Salal 1 &7;SUnal1.
The RocIIy Honw

PI-a-IRI

~6&7
F~ & Sal .. 11 p.m.

MyLoftF_
Julv 7·10
Sat & Sun III 1;

581.9·
SUn-T.... 1117 & 9.
ThelonI_1oIonIc
..... kH. ... _ _
WoO-Fit .. 7 & 9;
Sat & Sun III 1 & 7.

PENTANGLE
featuring Bert Jansch
Opla/ng li:t: Phlroll....

Every Sunday 9 p.m.
UPCOMING
July 7 July 12 July 13 July 14 July 19 -

JONATHAN·RICHMAN

Special Gunt, fOlllllr Moden

Ellie Marshall

SHOWS

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
EDDIE KIRKLAND l The H1l1h Energy Band
AZTEC 2-5TEP
DAN HICKS l TtE ACOUSTIC WARRIORS
TERRANCE SIMIEN l The MaDet PlayboY'

65 Forest Avenue
Info, 173·688& • Enterta/ament HDHine 775-2494 "'111

DIck TI'IICJ' Wanen Beatty made the
movie. and stars as the square-jawed
cartoon cop - but his buddies steallhe
show: Madonna steams up the screen
as 'Breathless," AI Pacino steals Ihe
show as crime boss 'Big Boy Caprice '
end Dustin Hoffman's cameo appea;ance as 'Mumbles' is so good I almost
forgave him for "1 shtar: But just as I did.
Beatty returned wilh his sidlHlf-beef
acting and I came to my senses.
DIe tt.d II Bruce W~6s returns wilh
more stunt men. Oh. ~only Mabie Hayes
werehant. She'd know what 10 make of
Ihis misanlhropic marketing mistake.
Qhost !)lid Bill Cosby plays a widower
with three kids who learns about par_
enthood from a ghost
CIrornIlna II: Tho Now Botcll This
sequel to the sci-fi flick about funny
looking aliens has judged beller Ihan its
pil8decessor. iheemphasiaison hlwnor
not fright as television. CIWtoons and
even "GnImlinsl" become the objectof
ridicule.
My Loft Foot lranscends the mush that
usually characterizes movies about
~ o~ing a handicap. It
~18 ~ striking portrait of a man strug~~g Wlih hiS relationships. with creatiVIty and his own sense of worth. The
movie. is be~ on the autobiography of
the Insh patnter and Writer Christy
. Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
only hed use of his left foot to create
Both Hugh O'Connor (as Ihe young I
Christy) and Daniel Day L_is are I
superlative in their roles. We identify
with Christy. rather than look down on
him or pity him.

Cinema Cltv

B _ Plaza. near (xn 8
854-e116

All timo. th~h ThLlSday·
cal ahoaj lor Friday'. c:IlarQ8s
Bini .... WIno (PQ13)
7:15 & 9:15; SeI-Sun mIllS • 1:15. 3:15
7:15 a

O_tDod(PQ)
e:15; Sat-Sun ma III 1:15, 3:15
IIUo & 0tI. 10)
7.9, SaI-Sun mal... " 3

R~"IR)
7:15.9:15, Sat-Sun mIllS 1111:15, 3:15

ToWR_1RI

7. 9, SeI-Sun mal... 1. 3

Evening Star

Tontine

MaIt,lirun._

7n.5486
Dooblo Fealuro thru July S:
lIod..aa WIld OrchId (A)
.7.8

Pride's Comer Drive-In

w.._

On Route 302 In
7117-3154
Through~; call ~

"::!..~~:II

~ThIn.6:35

ThroughT~,:",~t3j
~W_CAl

Stort. F~ • 8:3!i •

L_ _ ·.T......... lPG-t3)
_.F~.llf:l0

Pretty Wo_ Julia Roberts and Richard Gore star in Ihe Pygmalian-typa
story ebouta weallhy businessman who
picks up a prostitute and ci'esses her up
pretty. The movie has a few great lines,
butthe story is a sexistfairy tale. Roberts
is good; she should be more particular
about scripts. Gere plays a character
he's played 100 many limes before.

CLUBS

THURSDAY 7.5

K.SO"".BUnd.... Quortot(jazZ)cale
no,20 Danforlh St. Portland. 772-8114.
Moo Qoo and tho Quy P.na (rock)
John Martin's Manor, 700 Main St. S.
Por1land. 775-5642
Com.raton. (rock) Brunswick. 34
W. Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Broadc ••t.r (rock) Spring Point
Cale. 175 Pickell St.. S. Portland.
767-4627.
s.voy Trutne (rock. R&B) Moose Alley
46 Market St Portland. 774-5246
'
Uva music Thursdays at Horsefealhers
193 Middle St. Portland. 773-3501. •

FRIDAY 7.B
at_ Blum Duo willi LonllJ' Hotch
(jazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St .
Portland. 772-8114 .
.•
T ••r the .~ (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Mou~on St. Portland. 7740444 .
Com.raton. (rock) Brunswick, 34
W. Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Oood H _ wilh Kno.. and
Cro.... (rock) Dry Dock 84
Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
s.voy Trutne (rock. R&B) Moose Alley
46 Market St Portland. 774-5246
'
8pIIt SO (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Scott O.kle,. (Jazz) Little Willie's. 36
MarketSt, Portland. 77~.

' l'0III

SATURDAY 7.7
............ Rlchm.n (rock) Raoul's
865 Forest Ave .. Portland. 773:
6886 .

- - Blum Tr10 willi LonIlJ' Hotcl'l

(jazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St •
Portland. 772-8114.
.•
T.., .... Slew (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 t.bu~on St.. Portland. 7740444.
Th. Bo,.11 (rock) John Martin's
Menor. 700 Main St. S. Portland.
775-5642.
Com.raton. (rock) Brunswick, 34
W. Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
......... Good Ito-. (rock) Moose A~
ley. 46 MerketSt. Portland. 774-5246.
SplIt SO willi Tho AutomotIca (rock)
Dry Dock. 84 ComlJlercial 51.,
Portland. 774-3550.
Tho Upaott.... (rock) Spring PointCaIe
175 Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-4627:
Scott 0....,. (Jazz) Utile Willie's. 36
Martlet St. Portland. 773-4500.

SUNDAY 7.8
JeNmy Foddorman of Split50 (acouslie) Squire Morgan's. Milk S1RIet Portland.

III-. KItchen (blues) 4 pm. Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore 51., Portland.
772-2739.
LID Win_ad .ntI DowId Cross
(comedy) T-birds, 126 North Boyd St.•
Portland 773-8040.
Da"'d Popo (classical guitar) 10
am- 3 pm. cafa no, 20 Danforth
St.. Portland. 772-8114 .
G_ _r (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St., Portland.
7740444.Acoustic Blues Jam (blues)
7 pm. Uncia Sily's. 60 Ocean St.
S. Portland. 767-7119.
0 ..... llike Night Gano's, 13 Brown
51., Portland . 772-7891 .

MONDAY 7.9
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Mid-Coast Chapter
of the
American Red Cross
• presents.

CON
CERTS

Karla
Bonoff
in a benefit concert
Saturday. July 14
8 p.m.
First Parish Church.
Maine St.. Brunswick
TIckets

•

THURSDAY 7.5

Robert Cray a..ct (blues) Club Casino, Hampton Beach. N.H. Tickets
are $19.50. For more information,
So.... of . . . 8o. (folk) Bath-Bruncall 603-926-4300 .
swick Folk Club presenlS a concert
South.rn 1I.ln. Blu.. Socle.,.
of seafaring songs at 8 pm in Cur(meeting and jam) 7 pm, Raoul·s.
tis Utile Theater at the Chocolate
865 Forest Ave .• Portland. 773Church. 804 WashinglOn St. Bath.
6886 .
Performers include Bill Bonyun.
Gunnor (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Nancy Metilla. Brian Chadbourna
Moulton 51.. Portland. 774-0444.
and Roll & Go. Tickets are $6 in
advance. $8 at the door, available
at MacBeans Music in Brunswick
and The Chocolate Church in Bath.
For more information. call 729D.nn,. O.vr.. (blues) Gritty
3185.
McDuff's. 396 Fore St. , Portland.
772-2739.
sa.von Patro" (poetry). cafe no.
20 Danforth 51.. Portland. 7728114.
Dr. O. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Cheryl WIt_lor (folk) 8 pm. First
Parish Church. 425 Congress St..
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.
Portland . For more information,
call 773-6205.
BowdoIn _ _ lIuslc ....ttnl
(classical)
Program
includes
'Dances in the Me<f1ouse' by David
Red LIght ...... (r&b) Raoul's. 865
Leisner and performed by the
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886.
composer on guitar and Syoko Aki
GnrtIItI (Led Zeppelin clone
on violin; Mozart's Symphony No.
band). T -bird.. 126 North Boyd
41; and Ra\i8l', Duo for Violin and
51.. Portland 773-8040 .
Cello. Concert i. at 8 pm at the
Dr, 0, (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Firat Parish Church, corner of
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.
Maine Street and Balh Road. Brunswick. TICkets are $12. For more
information. call 725-3895.
s.co RInr .......,.. (classical) Pianist Frank Glazer parforms works
WhItIIoId ......... sby J.S. Bach. Schubert, Chopin and
. . . . (world beat) Zootz. 31 ForBrahms at 8 pm, Cornish Elementary
est Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
SchooIAucitDrium, Comish. Tickets are
Pater lIurphy (rock) Club Casino.
$8, $4.50 for students. For more inforHampton Beach. N.H. Tickets are
mation. cal 625-4667.
$19.50. For more information. call .....k 0 ' - , pianis~ perlorms works
603-926-4300.
by Bach. Schubert. Chopin and Brahms
-'-dle KIrtdand a Tho H .... Energy
at8 pm at the The Cornish Elementary
. .ntI (blues) Raoul's. 865 Forest
School Auditorium. TlCketsare$8reguAve., Portland. 773-6886.
lar and $4.50 for students. This the first
BIg Chief a ilia ConUnon.... (r & b)
concert of the Saco River Association's
T-birds. 126 North Boyd St. Port15th season. Season tickelS for all five
land 773-8040.
concerts in the season are $30.
.pln 50 with the Automatlll (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St. Portland.
774-5246.

$25 ticket includes
special seating and
reception with
Karla Bonoff

•
$ 12 at •
the door
$ lOin advance

Available now at
Amadeus Music, Portland
Macbean's Music, Brunswick
Maine Coast Bookshop,
Damariscotta
Fleet Bank, Brunswick
American Red Cross,
Brunswick and Portland

TUESDAY 7.1 0

FRIDAY 7.0

For further Information:
729-6779
Monday-Friday, 9-5
Paid for

Df Friends of the Red Cross

WEDNESDAY 7.11

....,..Ic..

THURSDAY 7.12

".e_

FRIDAY 7.13

Six

SATURDAY 7.7

IIBhlathlnla ilia MaIIoton. au _ _
(Afro-pop) 8 pm, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Thrust (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 MoulAve .• Portland . Tickets are $13.
IOn 51., Portland. 7744W4.
available at PPAC box office.
Deac.nto (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934in Portland. For more information.
4873.
call 774-0465.
Aztec Two .t.p (acoustic/pop) T.n
After, Nu.,.111 .nd
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., PortB'.ckfoot (rock) 7:30 pm . Sealand. 773-6886 .
shore Performing Arts Center at
AmorIco .nd Starahlp (rock) Club
Old Orchard Beach. Tickets are
Casino. HamplOn Beach. N.H. Tick$10/$11. available at Ticketron.
ets are $21.50. For more informaCivic Center Box Office and SeaPAC
tion. call 603-926-4300.
box office. For more information,
call 934-1731.

v.....

SATURDAY 7.14

SUNDAY 7.8

Thrust (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton 51.. Portland. 774-0444. Southern 1I.ln.
".cul.,.
D. .conto (rock) Brunswick. 34 W.
Oulntet (jazz) Scoll Reeves. Janet
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934Reeves, Bill Street, Danny Hall &
4873 .
Les Harris parform standard work
...... RIMra (comedy) Club Casino,
from Ihe jazz repertoire at 8 pm in
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are
CortheII Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
$22.50. For more information. call
Admission is $5. For more infor603-926-4300.
mation , call 780-5265 .
Don Hicks and Tho AcouatJc Wont· BIg Chief a Tho Conan....... (r&b)
or. (acoustic/country) Raoul's,
Casco Bay Lines Music Cruises.
865 Forest Ave .• Portland. 773every Sunday, 5-8 pm. Boat leaves
6886 .
from Long Wharf. Commercial
Street. Portland. Tickets are $10.
$9 for seniors, $5 for kids . For
mora information, call 774-7871.
Bowdoin Summer Music ....tIvaI
Student Conc.rt (classical) 7:30
Zootz. 31 Forest, Portland. Fri: Post
pm , Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin
Modem - all ages; Sat: IaleSt dance
Conege. Brunswick. Free and open
music; Sun . request night; Tue :
to the public. For more informaHip House - all ages; Wed: WorIdtion. call 725-3895 .
beat Night. 773-8187.
Th. lloon, 425 Fore St.. Portland.
Open nightly. 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat
unlil 3 am. No cover. 871 -0663.
......... 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
nightly until 1 am. No cover. 774- Music for flute, Oboe lind Hom
4200.
(dassical) Southern Maine MusicAcadBounty. 200 Riverside St., Portemy Music wind faculty perform at 8 pm
land. Fridays. 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3
in Corthell Concert Hall. USM Gorham.
am. Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772Admission is $5. For more information.
8033.
call 780-5265.

".u

DANCING

MONDAY 7.9

,~.~\.
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The next time you make eye contact with a six-pack of Cold-Filtered!"
Miller Genuine Draft Longnecks, go ahead and pick one up" You won't be
disappointed! Cold-Filtered Miller Genuine Draft.
1M

J.:ap Into

Tre Cold.

Ctmtj"""d em "..g< 18
.'
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CONCERTS

Omti"ued from pogt 17

TUESDAY 7.10
Organ Aeclbll, (classical) with Peter
Sykes, 12:10 pm on althe First Parish
Church, 9 Cleveland Street, Brunswick.
Mr. Sykes will perform works by Niels
Gade, Josef Rheinberger and Felix
Mendelsohn. The forty minute program
IS open to the public. Donations will be
graciously accepted at the door. For
more information call 729-7331 .
Th. Walk.rs (new folk) 7:30 pm, Bandstand, Deering Oaks Park, Portland.
Free and open to the public. 874-8793.
Bowdoin Summer Music F. .tlval
stud.nt Conc.rt (classical) 7:30
pm , Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open
to the public . For more information, call 725-3895.
SUmnwrOrgan ConcortSert. . (classical) Portland municipal organist Ray
Comils performs works by Bach , Vierne, Saint-Sailns at 8 pm, Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Sponsored by The
Friends of the Kotzschmar Organ and
the City of Portland. Free and open to
the public.

land. The show is part of IPE's Noontime Performance Series. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 772-6828.

SATURDAY 7.14
oIackson Bro.wn. (acoustic) 8 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium .
Tickets are on sale at Ticketron
Oudets (including the Civic Center
box office) or by calling Teletron
1-800-382-8080.
FI. .twood Mac (rock) 7:30 pm, Seashore Performing Arts Center at Old
Orchard Beach. TICkets are $17 .501
$19.50, available at Ticketron, Civic
Center Box Office and SeaPAC box
office. For more information, cal 9341731.
Karla Bonotl (acoustic) 8 pm Frost
Parish Church, Brunswick .' Con cen is a benefit for the Mid Coast
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Tickets are $10 in advance, $12 at
the door, available at Amadeus
Music in Portland, MacBeans Music and Fleet Bank in Brunswick and
the American Red Cross in Portland and Brunswick. For more information , call 729-6779 .

WEDNESDAY 7.11 UPCOMING

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
Friday, Ju1y 6

Ne::sey
Making1heir
Maine Debut

Saturday, Ju1y 7

FROM
GOOD
HOMES

with special

A:'f . . . . . .n f l

~'-.LJ""
with

"., ~
d"

guesl(~ THE AUTOMATICS

KNOTS~CROSSES

Il
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Music for Flut. and Harp (classical) Alison Hale , flute, and Jara
Goodrich, harp, perform at 8 pm in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
Admission is $5. For more information, call 780-5265.
Trio Camerate (American chamber
music) Music for piano, flute, oboe
and English horn performed at the
Bates College Summer Concert
Series 8 pm, Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall , Bates College, Lewiston. Tickets are $8/$5. For
more information , call 786-6135.
Lazy M.rc.d.s (folk) 8:15 pm ,
Western Prom Gazebo, Portland.
Free and open to the public. 8748793 .
Devon.qua,. (folk/acoustic) 7 pm,
Mill Creek Park, South Portland.
Free and open to the public. For
more information , call 799-7996.
Doug LawI8 and Dell s.wy.r (folk)
12-1 :30 pm, Congress Square. Portland. The show is part of I PE's Noontime Performance Series. Free and
open to the public. For more inlonnation, call 772-6828.

THURSDAY 7.12
C~

IIancI eo-tt 7:30 pm

at the Gazebo in Fon Allen Park,
Eastern Prom , Portland. Free and
open to the public. 874-8793.
Summ.r Ol'1llln Conc.rt Serl ••
(classical) Hot Air Duo, George
Bozeman on organ and J. Bryan
Dyker on flute perform works by
Bach, Buck, Karg-Elert and Alain
at 8 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium . Sponsored by The Friends of
the Kotzschmar Organ and the City
of Portland. Free and open to the
public.
Tonto'a 81g Id.a (rock) 12-1 :30
pm, Monument Square, Portland.
The show is part of IPE's Noontime
Performance Series. Free and open
to the public. For more information , call 772-6828.

FRIDAY 7.13
THURSDAY, JULY 5,1990

THIRSTY THURSDAY
- - -THE PORT CITY ALL STARS-93¢ COORS UGHT AU Night Long
Doors open at 7
FRIDAY JULY 6

SUNDAY JULY 8

HAPPY HOUR 4-7

HEADLINER
COMEDY

New Summer Cover

$3.00

Headliner - UZZ WINSTEAD
Als/I App.arlng -DAVID CROSS

SATURDAY JULY 7

50'S & 60'S
ROCK ON

New Summer Cover $3.00

Doors open at 7

000/'$ open at 7o Showiime 8:30
WEDNESDAY JULY 11

WILD 'N' WACKY WEDNESDAY
PHYSICAL GRAFFITTI
lID ZEPPELIN CLONE BAlli

Count Down on Drinks ALL IIlgbt Long

UPCOMING EVENTS

Thurs. July 12· BIG CHIEF &
THE CONTINENTALS
Mon. July 16 • CONCRETE BLONDE

Rob.rt Plant (Mr. Led Zeppelin)
Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland . For more information ,
call 775-3825 .
'rom . . . to . .Inlng . . . (pops)
Schooner Fare joins the Portland
Symphony Orchestra in a performance of sea shanties at 7:30 pm in
Fort Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth . Tickets are $11 general
admission , $9 for students and
seniors , $28 for a family with at
least one adult. Rain site is Portland City Hall Auditorium. For more
information , call 773-8191 .
. . . . . . . ._
Muelc , . .tlval
(classical) Program includes the
world premiers of "Windswept
Peaks" by Chou Wen-Chung, performed by the Aeolian Chamber
Players ; Brahm's Quintet for Violin and Strings ; Maninu's Sonata
No. 2 for Cello and Piano ; and a
clarinet duo, which w ill be announced at a later date. Concert is
8 pm at the First Parish Church ,
corner of Maine Street and Bath
Road, Brunswick. Tickets are $1 2
(season tickets are $50). For more
information , call 725-3895 .
Northe. .t Wlnde (Irish ballads) 8
pm, Heffernan Center Auditorium ,
Saint Joseph's College, Standish .
Free and open to the public. For
more information , call 892-6766
ext. 456 .
Tha Und.nld'...... (Boogie woogie,
swing) 12-1:30 pm, Canal Plaza, Port-

Summer ChamberMuslc Worilshop
Portland String Quartet heads up a
six-day workshop for non-professional adult string players . Threehours of coaching per day, master
classes, ensemble performances
and criticism July 15-20 at
Westbrook College, Stevens Avo .,
Portland. Residency and non-residency options available. For more
information, call the Division of
Continuing Education at 797-7261.
Bonnie Raitt and Jeff Healy Band
(acoustic/blues) Aug 11,7:30 pm at the
Cumberland County Civic Center, Portland. Tickets are available at the box
office and atall TIcketron locations. Reserved sealing $1 8.501$16.50. Formore
information, cal 775-3481 .

STAGE

CeI.bration ..... Thaator Summer
performance series continues
every Friday and Saturday at 8 pm
through the summer. Students from
Fred Garbo's Antic Arts WorkshOp
perform July 6. Fred Garbo, Jeff
Mason and Roger French perform
July 7. Celebration Barn Theater
is located on Stockfarm Road, off
Route 117, South Paris . Tickets
are $5 for adults, $2 .50 for children . For more information , call
743 -8452 .
You stili Can't Got The,. From H....
Mad Horse Theatre Company presents
a revival of the 1989 musical comedy
revue about lilein Maine July5-Aug 26.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse Theatre, 955
Forest Ave. , Portland. Tickets are $131
$15. For more information, can 7973338.
Turnabout Hank Beebe's musical
about role -reversal in marriage
open July 5 at the Schoolhouse Arts
Center in Sebago Lake. Performance
continue through July 29, Thu -Sat at 8
pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $101$6 .
Reservations can be made by calling
642-3743 or 773-1648.
BIIth. Spirit by Noel Coward is about a
married couple who is haunted by the
ghost of the man's first wife. The play is
being performed July 6-7 at 8 pm, July
8 at 3 pm at The Center lor The Arts at
the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St., Bath. Tickets are $101$8. For
more information, caN 442-8455.
Me and Mr Girl performed by the Maine
State MlsicTheater July 10-29 at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswiick. Performances at Tue-Sat at 8
pm, Wed, Fri and Sun at 2 pm. Tickets
are $1 0-$20. For more information, call
725-8769.
Charlie Who Silent clown and juggler
performs July 10, 12-1 :30 pm at Wharf
and Moulton streets, Porttand. The show
is pan of IPE's Noontime Performance

Art unearthed
It began in 1970 when jim Pierce's doctor suggested he take up
golf as therapy for bursitis. Pierce chose gardening instead, but the
nationally recognized artist and former head of the art department
at the University of Kentucky didn't plant tomatoes. Rather, he
tr~ns~nn~ a roadsi?ee:cpanse ofland on the edges ofthe Kennebec
River In Ginton, Mame Into a neo-archaeological site and earth art
museum.
Pierce chronicled his efforts june 28 at a slide show and lecture at
Maine Audubon Society, Falmouth, Maine, called "Earthworks: A
Garden of History." The garden sprouts from Pierce's fascination
with 18th century English landscape gardens, which rejected the
symmetrical style of gardens of the past and were carefully planned
to look unplanned.
Since starting the project in the early 70s, Pierce has witnessed
tremendous change in the area; the construction of Scott papermill,
watertowers and the paving of the road. His slide show he called
"the ideal tour" ofthearea, began at dawn of the summer solstice and
ended at the raking light of sunset. Sunset is the best time to view the
park, Pierce said, who treasures the garden's independence from
technology. Like Eighteenth Century garlieners, Pierce' s efforts
might also be viewed as a journey back to things less refined and
more natural.
Most of the works are foliage pieces, constructed of mounds of
dirt covered over with vegetation. Pierce is said to be an expert at
prehistoric earth mounds. "janus," referring to the Roman God of
portals and beginnings, is the first work the sun sees as it rises in the
garden's east-west orientation. The sculpture is a pyramidal mound
of .grass WIth a hole bored through, representing an eye. The sun
shines through the terra-cotta opening toward the other pieces on
the site, but presents a blind eye toward Scott papermill. From the
base of the mound extend four "noses," as Pierce calls them, representing the two-faced characteristic of the god, janus.
"Earth woman" is a curvaceous rendering of a nude woman
located just beyond the "janus." The earthmound is oriented so that
as the sun slowly rises above the "janus," it shines directly between
her buttocks.
Beyond "Earthwoman" is the "Sun Tree Man," a serpentine
creature whose circular head with hollowed-Qut center represents
the sun, and whose belly, when sat in, said Pierce, "turns boys into
men." The "Sun Tree Man" is directed at the hollow "Kiva." Representing female genitalia, the "Kiva" is a circular, waIled piece made
of concrete covered with vegetation, The piece encourages the
viewer to sit inside it and take a rest.
Like the idea for the garden itself, the earthworks in Pierce's
garden have been directly influenced by artworks of the past.
"Earthwoman" is a direct influence of one of the oldest existing
works of art, a palm-sized sculpture from 25,000 B.C., the "Venus of
Willendorf," while the "Sun Tree Man's" figure was directly influenced by thefonnsofPaul Klee, one of Pierce's most admired artists.
Pierce is as much of an art historian as he is an artist. The lay of the
land in Ginton is much like Yorkshire, England, said Pierce. Anything naturally occurring, said Pierce, even the smallest cluster of
trees, is of supreme importance to the garden.
The garden, like all gardens, has roots to the Garden of Eden. The
trees phallicly suggest Adam, while a rock formation ca1Jed"Serpent"
and the "Earth woman" work together to tell the biblical tale of Adam
and Eve.
I did not have the opportunity to tour the actual site. Pierce admits
the garden has fallen into a state of disrepair due to lack of maintenance, but the trip to Clinton should make for a fascinating and
re\axingday away from Portland and a temporary means of returning to nature, Call Maine Audubon at 781-2330 for directions.
lnl~ Morismt

Series. Free and open to the public. For
more information, caU 772-6828.
U .... up tIIa __ Moss Hart's comedy
about the chaotic opening night is performed by The Thealer at Monmouth.
The performance is July 11 at 8 pm.
Tickets are $15, $13 for senior citizens
, and $10 for students. For information
and reservations, call 939-9999.
Th.
M.rcha.t
.f
V ... lc.
Sh~re" play win be set in prefasotst Italy, 1928. !he performance is
July 12at8pm. Tickets are $15regular,
$13 for seniors and $1 0 for for students.
For more information, call 939-9999.
n..CIMIny OrchordAnton Chekhov's
cornic story about Russian arislOCrats
soon to lose everything to those damn
Bolsheviks. The play opens July 13 at
the Theater at Monmouth, Mormouth .
Performan09s run in repertory through
Aug 31 . For more information or reservations, call 933-9999.
Tha Humbl. , _ Maine humorist Robert Skoglund performs July
14, 8 pm in the Chale~ Saint Joseph's
College, Standish. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
892oS766 ext. 456.
Mldsumm.r
Night'.
Dr.am
Shakespeare's comedy about confused
lovers through July 14 at the Theater
Project, 14 School SI., Brunswick. Performances are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at 8 pm
and Satat4 and 8 pm. Forticketinformation, caY 729-85&4.
A Toaat to BroadwIIr The Bayside
Players present a dinner theater
production of a musical revue of
songs from 10 Broadway musicals
through Aug 25 at The Portland
Club, 156 State St. , Portfand. Performances are Fridays (happy hour
at 6 :30, diner at 7:30, cunain at
- 8:30! and Sunday (brunch at 12 noon,
curtain at 2 pm). Tickets are $29.501
$24.50. For more information, call 7730218.
ActIng WorbIIop with Broadway acting coach Philip Gushee, who uses the

~

Defy

Convention
Our dty backpacks
make the urban
trek a
pleasure.

Old Port
FromNoon-5 pm
in

Capture the
Flavor
of Maine
.
m
Pottery

The Old Port
Sunday, July 8
Schedule of Activities
12:00 - 1:00
Jack Honan - Clarinet

The magical islands of the
Bahamas .. ,
now in the Old Port

12:30 - 2:00

snerTechnique" Workshopisopen

anyone interested in acting, experten ed or otherwise Aug 6-18 at
WestbrookCoHege, S1BlIBns Ave. , Portland. can the Division 0(, Continuing
Education at 797-7261 .

k.1---....•

Brenda Moore - Folk: acoustic &

vocal

1:00 - 3:00
Jest Foolin' - Jester, juggler, clown

OPEN NOW

MAINE
POTTERS

57 Exchange Street
Comer of Market & Exchange

ART

2:30

Old Port
879·2242

PETER GAllWAY &
THE PROOF

OPENING

Original Contemporary Music

Unlo.... Maine "'sual Art.... Show
Members' exhibition through July
28 at the Ogunquit Art Center, 9
Hoyts Lane (just off Route 1),
Ogunquit. Exhibit includes painting , sculpture , photography and
mixed-media. Opening reception
July 7, 5-8 pm . Hours : daily 10
am-5 pm. 646-5933.
ICON Contemporary Art in Brunswiick
will be showing new paintings by Pon
Clyde artist Robert Hamilton during July.
A pubfic reception for Mr. Hamilton will
open the exhibition on July 7 from 40S
pm. Robert Hamilton is a former professor of painting at the Rhode Island
Schooi of Design. ICON is located at 19
Mason SI. in Brunswick; gallery hours
are 1-5 pm Man-Fri. For more information contact Duane Pulaska at 7258157 days or 442-8128 eves.
Malna Coa.. ArtIsts, Russel Ave,
Rockport. Invitational exhibition on
display through July 22. The exhibition features works by Robert
Broner, Paul Heroux , Susan Leites, Carl Palazzollo and Katherine
Porter. The artists will join a
panel discussion on their work on
July 17 at 7:30 pm . Sun-Sat 10
am-5pm . 236-2875

AROUND TOWN
Portland M _ m " ArtSeIlBn Congress Square, Portland. Hours :
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free
on Thursday evenings , 5 -9.
"French Impressionism and Beyond: The Scon M. Black Collec;tion" (through July 29) ; 'Urban
Visions: Images by Ashcan School
Painters' (through Aug
26) ;
"Americans at Home and Abroad :
Watercolors and Prints by Childe
Hassam , Maurice Prendergast ,
James McNeill Whisder and John
Singer Sargent· (through July 8) ;
"Perspectives :
Harriet
Matthews ,' exhibit 01 large steel
sculptures (through July 8) ;
"Frank
Stella : The
Circuits
Prints ,'
mixed-media
prints
(through Aug 5) . 775oS148.
AREA Gall.ry , Campus Center,
Bedford Street, USM Ponland. "Off
Shore,' photographs by Maggie
Foskett through Aug 10. Hours :
Mon-Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm .
780 - 4090 .

Omtmued 011 P'lgt 20

on Lower Exchange

This event is made possible by the contributions of
Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by

•
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UPCOMING ENTERTAINMENT
Sundays Noon - 5 pm in The Old Port
Sunday, July 15
WICKED GOOD BAND Wicked Funny Music
also Doug Lewis & Deb Sawyer, Jack Honan,
Balloon Zoo
Sunday, July 22
BIG CHIEF & TIlE CONTINENTALS
Rhythm & Blues
also Anni Clark, Essency Marionettes,
"Charlie Who" (Alan Tacheny)
Sunday, July 29
BEU.AMY JAZZ BAND Dixieland Jazz
also Mexicali Rose, Martin Steingesser,
Jack Honan
Sunday, August 5
ROCKIN' VIBRATION Reggae
also Curt Bessette, Hurdy Gurdy Monkey & Me

Join us Sundays for Music, Visual Artists,
Children's Entertainment, Face Painting,
Balloons, Flowers, Food & More!
Watch Casco Bay Weekly
week's schedule of actlvities_

THE OLD PORT'S FINEST SALON
FOR

MEN,

WOMEN,

OR

CHILDREN

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
COME IN SUNDAY FOR A
FREE GIFT
WITH YOUR SffiING, PERM,
HIGHLIGHTING OR COLORING
8 EXCHANGE STREET
OLD PORT
Facials, manicures, pedicures,

waxing, eorpierci~ and 1a.Ji
tinting also O\IDilabie selected
Sundays. For more info call

775·2555
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INTRODUCING
MEXICAN NIGHTS

•
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•

THURS, FRI & SAT
UNTIL 10 P.M.
BRlNG IN THIS AD FOR

•

$1 OFF ANY

•

MEXICAN DINNER

•

expires 7/31/90

•

•
•

. . •

225 FEDERAL STREET'

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
a mouthful and
more!
I. what you'll flnd

in our collection of
contemporary and
vintage jewelry,
8terUng sliver,
watches and other
ta&ty deUghta -

indulge!

TICKETS:

S\LUTffi

$8.00

IN ADVANCE

Available at
Record Exchange,
Portland,
MacBeans,
Brunswick,
All Strawberries

11'"1 IE H ••
AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

DANCEt
HAPPY HOUR
BUFFETS
Mon.,Thur.5,7pm

$10.00
AT THE DOOR

CHERYL WHEELER
IN CONCERT

*

FRIDAY,' JULY 6 8:00PM
FIRST PARISH CHURCH
425 CONGRESS ST. PORTLAND
SPECIAL GUEST: BROOKS WILLIAMS

Dance to your
favorite blend of
contemporary hits

,.
<

• Wednesday through
Saturday Nights
OJ's 'til 12:30 am!
• lay Music Trivia every
Wednesday & Thursday

*

with Dan Giroux

.&\LUTES
II"

IH H·I

NO COVER CHARGE
APPROPRIATE DRESS
ONLY

*

•
At the Comer of Milk
& Market Streets

Omlimud from I"'g< 19

Information &
Reservations:
207 -773-6205
Celebrate the
release of Cheryl's
new album

CIRCLES &
ARROWS

on Capitol Records I

AI....... cu., 21 PIe_t St, Port-

land. 'Abslract Drawings' by James
Merrow through Aug 1.
TIle . . . . . . Do_ aro.p . . . . at
the Seamen's Club and the Baker's
Teble Restaurant in the Old Port,
Portland. Artists included in the
show are : Ruth Bowman, painter;
David Busch, photographer; Joyce
Dolley, painter; Frank Gilpatrick,
photographer~ Jill Goldman, pho·
tographer;
Suzanne
Knecht,
painter; Peter Munro, photogra·
pher; Bonny Nason, painter and
printmaker ; Paul Plant, painter;
Wesley Freeze Jr., painter and
draftsperson; Lauren Zust, painter;
Louise
Friedl,
painter
and
draftsperson; Susan Berry, printmaker and draftsperson. Exhibit
continues through July 15. For
more information, cali 775-1514
or write A.A.V., 10 Pine St., Portland, 04102.
............n aaHarI_, 26 Free St., Port·
land. Paintings by Joe Nicoletti and
Stuart Ross July 6-Aug 4. Also a selection of 19th and early 20th century
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5pm. m·5011.
The Butor Gonory, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress St. , Portland. 'Alumni Exhibition' through
Aug 17. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5
pm. 775-3052.
" p l o . aanory, 75 Marltet St.,
Portland. Florais in watarcolor by
Nancy Glassman and Susan Van
Campen through July 28. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 773-3007.
Con...- . ._
.....", (new 10cation) 42 Exchange St., Portland.
Still liM and landscape painting by
George Van Hook through July 20.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 7743369.
DIInfortII . . . . . G_lety, 34 Danforth St., Portland . 'Crossover:
muhi-media installation combining
print, photography, poetry and
painting through July 7. Hours:
Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm . 775·6245 .
Do-. V ......... a.I.."., 60 Hampshire St., Portland. Paintings,
sculpture and prints by Charles
Hewitt through July 15. Hours:
Thu 12-8 pm, Fri-Sat 12-5 pm,
Sun 12-4 pm and by appointment.
772-2042 .
DIllION, 26 Exchange SI., Portland.
Mixed-media collages by Andres
Verzosa through July 31. Hours:
Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm, Thu-Sat 10
am-8 pm, Sun 10 am-5 pm . 7757049 .
...... GeI..ry, 7 Pleasant St, PortColor,'
land.
'Mediterranean
photographs by Jeffrey Becom
through July 14. Hours: Tue·Fri
10 am-6 pm, Sat 11 am-5 pm.
879-0042 .
aood _ ... cero, 705 Congress St., '
Portland. 'No Evictions: works
by Elisabeth Jabar through July
15.
Melno Potto,. ".rkot, 376 Fore
St, Portland. Decorative and functional stoneware emphasizing simplicity in design by Robyn Langhorst through July 10. Hours:
Daily, 9 am-9 pm . 774-1633.
Papon Gal..ry of Art, Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave., Portland. The Permanent Collection and
Selected Loans through Sep 9.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu
until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 7979546 .
TIle PIlote QaIIety, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress St., Portland. Recent Photographs : Color
Prints by Donna Lee Rollins and
Photographic Constructions by Kris
Bazanson through July 13. Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 .m-5 pm. 775-3052 .
PwtIaRd PublIc ua.r.ry, Fiw Monument Square, Portland. 'Public
Libraries - A Maine Portrait:
Cibeehrome photographs of Maine
pubic ~brariea by John K. Jones of
Portland. Maine Iibrarie. de. badt to
1751,61 N80n the National Regisl8rpf
Historic: P~ or are in hiStoric: districIa, 22 are "Camegie Ubraries; and
25 are litualed on islalds. The exhibit
is acoompanied by historical and archiI8<:IuraI no• . The exhibit coninues
through Aug 17. Hours: Mon, Wed and
Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm,
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
RIght Banq_ c.r., 225 Federal St,
Portland. Prints by Elisabeth Jabar
through Aug 1.
StoIII Gallory Contemporary Glass,
20 Milk St., Portland. Glass worlts
by Barry Entner through July 15.
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm;
closed Sun. m-9072.

Wollin a.nll_ Fino Arb, 4 112 Milk
SI., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and 19th
century decoIative prints with an emphasis on architectural, botanical ,
marine &sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.
Woat . . . Roatau ...... 58 Pine St.,
Portland. Recent paintings by Tany
McKelvey through July 29. 773-8223.

OUT OF TOWN
TIle ChocoIIIIo C ..urc .. AIt a.lory,
804 Washington St, Bath. Invitational

Photography Show July 13-Aug 4.
Opening reception July 20, 5-7 pm.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4
pm. 442-8455..
Batea CoIIogo, Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. "Oahlov lpear: The Seventies &
Eighties; 'Racent Donations," works
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cazame
and Picasso, and "Children's Book illustrations; featuring the work of several of Maine's best artists and writers.
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 786-6158.
Bowdoin College M_um of AIt,
Brunswick. 'Thomas Cornell Paintings: The Birth of Nature' (through
July 8) ; 'Islamic Miniatures from
the Permanent Collection: Arab
and Persian Miniatures and paintings from Mughal India (through
Aug 19). Hours : Tue-Sal 10 am-5
pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Cry of tho Loon AIt a.llory, Rt.
302, South Casco. 'Critters,'
worlts by Maine artists of Maine
wildlife through July 20. Artists
include Chris Nielson, Marjorie
Moore, Serri Beckman and Dahlov
lpear. Hours: 9:30 am-9 pm. 6555060.
Elomont. G.nory, 56 Maine St .,
Brunswick. New worlt by six gallery artists : painted and quilted
wall art by Natasha Kempers-Cullen; handmade sculptures in jewelry environments by Georgeann
and Condon Kuhl; raku clay sculpture and pottery by Chris Newcomb; figurative sculpture by
Monty Smith; and original folk art
by Robert Stebleton. Exhibit continues through Aug 2. Hours: MonSat 10 am-5 pm. For more information, call 729-1108.
Hobo Sound G ......... North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. N_ worlts
from gallery artists through July
14. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm .
725-4191.
Old Orclulnl a..ch AIt Contar, 5
Portland Ave., Old Orchard Baach.
Paintings by Uane Thllf10w through
July. 839-6319 .
.........._ a ...."., 296 MaineAw.,
Farmingdale. The Unique Images of
Dan Merriam through July 11 . Hours:
Mon-Fri 9:30 am·5:30 pm, Set9:30 am5 pm. 582-8255.
Tho..... "'lIIOriai Llbr.y, 6 Scott
Dyer, Cape Elizabeth. Abstract
paintings and drawings by Lauri
Twitchell through July 6. 799-1720.
Yorkinatttuto"_um, 371 Main St. ,
Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for the
Permanent Collection· through midSep; 'Pants for Paintings' through midOct. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 1-4 pm ,
Thu 1-8 pm (also Sat 1-4 during JulyAug ). 282-3031 .

OTHER
' ....11 stella: TIle Clrculb ""....
Gallery talks on the exhibit w~1 be
given July 11 at 12:30 pm, July 12 at
5:15 pm and July 18at 12:30 pm at the
Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square, Portland. Gallery tdaarefnle
with museum ac*nission. For more information, call 775-6148.
8kowtt.gan SC..... of Pal""", and
Sculptu,. Summer Lacture Series
Guestartistltalo Scanga speaks July 6,
8 pm. To conform dalB and time, call
474-9345.
VIdeo AItI.ta The Danforth Street
Gallery, a non-pro1it gallery, will
be having a video art show Aug 11-31 .
The show wiN represent a polpOUrTi of
visions of art through Video. Top three
participants wi" rec:eiw a unique 0pportunity for apprenticeship with 10cal film producers. Dead~ne for submit·
ting 100minuIB video is July 28. Send
video, $10 entry fee for non-members,
$5 for members, and SASE to Danforth
Street Gallery, 34 Danforth St.• Portland, 04101 . For more information, call
775-6245.
ArtId In AHlcIonco Program Deadline for applications to new grants
for areas considered underserved
by the Maine Arts Commission is Sap
28. To be eHgibie, artists' residencies

must take place b e _ Jan 1 and
June 30 and must occur in one of the
following 12 counties: Aroostook, Hancock, Knox, Franklin, Oxford, Penobscot. Pisataquis, Sagadahoe, Somerset,
Waldo, Washington and YorIt.lnformation, applications and guidelines are
available by calling the Maine Arts
Commission, 289·2724. Applicants
must talk to Artist in Residence Program Assoc:ialBs, Nancy Salmon or
Sharon Townshend, before applying.
Bowdoin C ........
of Art is
offering lOUrs of its collections through
Aug 17. The docent~uided lOUrs are
Tue and Thu at 2 pm, Wed and Fri at
12:30 pm. Reservations are not necessary. Meet in the rotunda of the Walker
Art Building. For more inlormation, call
725-3275.

_m

FOR

KIDS

SENSE
Antiquo G_ .nd steam Englno
SIIow Yarmouth Historical Society
is presenting the regional engine
show July 7, 4:30 pm at Bannett
Field, Rowe School, just off U.S.
Route 1 in Yarmouth. Admission is Who,. TIle WUd Tblnga AN: A Night
Walk for Families Family outing
$1. For more information, .call 846hosted by the Maine Audubon Soci6259.
ety July 7, 6:30-11:30 pm at the
Poetry d The TIIe.ter ProIKt Fiw
Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freepoets read from their worlt July 8,
port. Stargazing, calling lor owls,
7 pm at The Theater Project, 14
and looking for animal signs and
School St., Brunswick. Kate Bartracks are among the planned acnes, Marlene Ekola Gerberick, Gary
tivities. Cost is $10 per person;
Lawless, Stephen Petroff and Colin
advance reservations are necesSargent read from their work. Adsary . For more information, call
mission is $5. For more informa781-2330 .
tion, call 729-8584.
Architect... lit York Indltute Gal- "ummlc"og. .nd M.ra" ..ucll
Chance for kids to explore the plants
lery talk on the architecture of 'the
and animals of the marsh using all
building designed by John CalVin
live senses in discovery-oriented,
Stewns in 1926 will be given July
fun-filled activities Tue and Fri,
7 and 11 at 2 pm at the YorIt Insti9:30-11 am. Cost is $2 for Maine
1U1e, 371 Main St, Saco. Free and
Audubon Society members, $3 for
open to the pub~c. For more infornon'·members. Maine Audubon
mation, call 282-3031.
Society's Scarborough Marsh NaMe.... DOS U_ a ..... meets the
ture can.r is located on AouIB 9 in
first Wednesday of the month at 7
Scarborough. For more informapm at Southem Maine Technical
tion on any of the above, cal 883College, Machine Tool Technology
5100 .
Bldg Auditorium, South Portland.
Membership rates are $25 per Summer Program. In t ..o Art.
Schoolhouse Arts CanlBr in Sebago
year; free for a full-time student.
Lake are offering two sessions of
For more information, call 775courses in the arts for children
7276 .
ages 7 and up. First session is July
.....boolla Ramo More then 100
10-26, second is July 31-Aug 16.
books by Maine writers are being
Classes meet Tue and Thu, 9 amraffled as the grand prize in this
1:30 pm . Classes in acting, drawbenefit for the Maine Writers and
ing. dance, voice and more. For
Publishers Alliance . Raffle tickets
more information, call Debbie
are available July through Sep for
Doherty at 675-3457 .
$3 each or two for $5 and may be
purchased at bookstores through - Oneo UPOIl • R.I.ln Fill-in·theblanks stories contest for kids in
out the state, through the MWPA
Kindergarten through sixth grade
newsleller ar at the MWPA, 19
held in conjunction with the CaliMason SI., Brunswick. The grand
fornia Raisin Reading Club July 6,
prize includes Sarah Orne Jewett's
1-2 pm. Free and opan to the public:.
'The Country of Pointed Firs ,'
For more information, call 797'Maine' by Eliot Porter, Edgar
2915 .
Allen Baam's n_ book 'Maine Art
Now' and autographed books by Art Aft....dlool Summer art worltshops for kids ages eight to 12
Carolyn Chute, Stephen King and
begin July 11, 10:30 am-3:30 pm
Denis Ledoux. For more informaand continue on consecutive
tion, call 729-6333 .
Wednesdays through Aug 15 at the
Southwort" PI.not.rlum AstronPortland Museum of Art, Congress
omy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Square, Portland. Series explores
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admis·
a variety of printmaking techniques
sion is $3 for adults, $2 for stuin conjunction with the Frank SIII"a
dents and children (no children
exhibit. Cost is $60 for members,
under 5) . For more information,
$75 for non-members. For more
call 780-4249.
information, call 775-6148 .
Nutg.tlon By ...... Worltshop to
learn celestial navigation by Gre- North American Soccer C.mpSouth
Portland Parks and Recreation is
gory Walsh and Cameron Bright of
hosting a one-week camp Aug 20Ocean Navigator magazine July 12,
24 , 1-4 pm for kids ages 6 and
7 pm at the Maine Maritime Muolder. NASC is also of Ie ring a
seum, 243 Washington St., Bath.
Munchkin program for 4 and 5 yearCost is $10, $5 for museum memolds. A Goalie Program wiU be set
bers . For more information, call
up if at least 10 campers are inter443-1316 .
ested. Cost is $87 per child with
"IntoDlgonco RoqulNmonta In tho
family
discounts
available .
Changing World.· lecture by Roy
(Munchkin program is $35 .) All
S. Godson, high noon on July 12 in
campers receive a t-shirt and a
the Phoenix Room, Key Bank, 1
hand-stitched ball. For more inforCanal Plaza. Mr. Godson, a conmation, call 799-7996.
sultant to the President's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board and a TIle C .. IId .....•• Reaou~ Conlor is
offering two art workshops for
past consultant to the National
children led by guest artist Judy
Security Council , will speak on
Faust. 'Creating Dinosaurs with
intelligence requirements in the
Found Objects' for kids ages 9-14
post- cold war world. Tickets are
meets July 10-Aug 14, Tuesdays,
free to WAC members and $5 to
10:30 am-12 pm, $72 plus $2
e-rone else. BYO lunch; cookies
admission to the Children's
and coffee will be served gratis.
Museum's Dinamalion exhibit;
For more information call 780'Texture Adventure' for kids ages
4551 .
INrthIntI and Art Pam Tozier, author 5·8 meets July l1-Aug 1, Wednesdays, 10:30 am-12 pm, $48,
of 'The Birthing Marathon· on the
all materials included. Space is
process of giving birth, will be
limited. For more information, call
around July 11, 6 :30-8 pm and
773-3045.
Edgar Allen Beam, author of 'Maine
Art Now' on July 13, 6:30-8 pm AIt Camp Art Altect School of Standish is conducting day program of
at Harbour Books, Lower Falls
art events including clay work,
Landing, Yarmouth . For more inpainting , drawings and sculpture
formation, call 846-6306 .
for children ages 5 and up. For
Soco·. Hlatorlc Noighborhood.
more information, call 642-2637 .
Guided walking tours of Saco's
historic neighborhoods are being ,,.... P.lnt Art workshop classes
for kids ages 2-12 in Brunswick.
offered July 14 and 18, starting at
Six-week sessions includes both day·
2 pm at the York Institute, 371
time and early evening classes. Space
Main St, Saco. Free and open to the
is limited. For more information, call
public. For more information, call
725-4983.
282-3031 .

Return of tho Olanta AlI-new dnosaur
show feature ten moving Dinamation
creations set in their natural habitat
through Sep 3. Presented by the
Children's Museum of Maine, the exhibit can be seen at the former Lee
Dodge sales location, 191 Riverside
SI., just oft Exit 8, Portland. Hours are
Sun-Thu 10 am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm.
Admission is $3.50 per person; children under 2 are admitted free. Ac*nis·
sion is $2.50 for members of The
Children's Museum. For more information, call 797-KITE.
I'IIc:b
KIcIa every Saturday, 10:30
am at the Portland Public: Ubrary, Five
Monument Square, Portland. Free and
open to the public:. For more information, 871·1700.
Dla.-, ..."... for KkIIa South Portland Public Library oflers movies
on Mondays at 1:30 and 6 pm:
'Peter Pan' July 9; 'Sammy,
The Way Out Seal' July 16; "The
Little Mermaid' July 23; 'Mary
Poppins' July 30. 50 cent donation. South Portland Public Library
is located at 482 Broadway, South
Portland. For more information,
call 799-2204.
E _ q Mvlonott. . perform July
9, 12-1 :30 pm in Tommy's Park,
Exchange and Midde streets, Portland. The show is part of IPE's
Noontime Performance Series. Free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 772-6828.
Tbo Young Poe"",. D~
D.nce Summer C.mp will oller
two performance-oriented sessions designed to provide opportunities for self-esteem and empowerment through the use of creative
arts. Session One is slated for July
9 and Session Two begins on August 6. Each session includes two
weeks of comprehensive training,
and will be held at the Cheryl Greely
Theater-Dance Studio located at
180 Sawyer St. in South Portland.
Classes run from 9 am to 3:30 pm
and the cost is $100 per week.
The ChlklNn·. Reaourco C ...ter
Summer Workshops for children
ages 6-12 : 'Create A CityScape"
July 10-11 ; 'Mobile Making' July
17; Tie Dye: bring a plain white
t-shirt July 18; 'Wild & Crazy
Shades' July 24; 'Tie Dye: bring
a plain white t·shirt July 25;
'Create A CityScape' July 31Aug 1; 'Tie Dye: bring a plain
white t-shirt Aug 8; 'Wild & Crazy
Shades' Aug 14; 'Tie Dye: bring
a plain white t-shirt Aug 15. All
workshops are 2-3:30 pm at The
Children'S
Resource
Center,
Thompson 's Point, Building 1A,
Portland. Cost is $3. For reservations, call 773-3045 .
Puppet Club for kids at the Riverton
Branch Library , a free five·week
event starting July 11. Instructor
Phyllis Forward will teach chil dren in gracles k-6 to make puppets
in a variety of materials and
themes . The club will meet on
Wednesdays lrom 1-2 pm. Sign up
at the library on 1600 Forest Ave
or call 797-2915 .
LlYlng History Norland Uving History Center present a humorous
enactment of the 19th century July
11 , 10:30 am at the Portland Public
Library, Five Monument Square,
Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more inlormation, call
871-1700 .
Glonn Dwyor performs a show for
kids July 12, 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland . Free and open to the
public. For more information, call
874-8793 .
Sibling C.... for BIg Broth.... and
Sisters To Be Two·hour activity
session to help prepare children
ages two and a half to 10 years old
for the arrival of a new sibling .
Class will be held July 13, 3-5 pm
in the Women's Health Conference
Room, Osteopathic Hospita.l,
Brighton Ave ., Portland. Cost IS
$10, Sponsored by the Osteopathic:
Hospital and the Childbirth Education Association . To register, call
781·2694 .
.... lIm.llln. Work... op July 13
from 1-2 pm at the Riverton Branch
Library. Free event for children in
grades 4-6. Sponsored in conjunction with the California Raisins
Reading Club, workshop leader
Elizabeth Conley will help children
make masks of a main story character from a variety of decorative
malBrials. Sign up at the Riverton
Branch Library, 1600 Forest Ave
9 am-6pm Wed, 12.a pm Thurs, 9
am-5pm Fri or call 797-2915
Concomocl ~ta of alftod Chi·
d,.n are sponsoring a free lecture
by Shirley Rand, Board member of
the Holingworth Center for Highly
Gifted Children, a support networlt
lor the parents of gifted children. the
lecture is July 10, 7 pm. For more information, c:aH 642-3302.
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Cruise Casco
Bay
with
The Revue
This Saturday Night

Everyone Invited
For tickets and info call
Casco Bay lines, 774-7871
See the Revue Every Wednesday Night at Raoul's
For bookings call 883-2802

Host Fanlilies
gARIlING~ BOOK Silo!
Needed!

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single Itema or Ilrgt collection. wanted

BROWSERS
ALWAYS WELCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon,·Sat.
Member
Antiquarian 1ooIa....rI NlOCklilon 01 Arr.rico

761-2150
538 Congress St.

646-8785
Rout. 1, Wena

Lotta from Norway is one of
many international students who
need a caring family for a school
year.

In return for room and board,
Lotta would love to share her
culture, sparkling personality and
interests.

(all our students have their own
spending money and insurance)

For Details Please Call:

1-800-44-SHARE
oryour Local Coordinator:

DANA OLIVEIRA
207 -854·3450

••

fax '207

Grab a Gourmet
Picnic

Foundation
EF Edoca1iooal Foundation lor Foreign Study,
a non-prolil cxganization

4·~BOOKS
146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy boob, too.
ruE to FRI12:3O-5, SAT 11 :30-4

Landlord

cafe no
,dwre the beat

PoOl'S 01/

'.

'

bookl~
seller
the boot!

ir

By order of my landlord I
must leave my South
Portland bookshop. The shop
will close in July or August.
Ask About Clearance
Specials. Thank you,

-1·~

in

portland

great music. great grub

K.

Barry Saunders Quartet
thursday 7/5
Steve Blum Duo wI tenny Hatch
friday 7/6

sunday brunch, 10-3
David Pope, classical guitar
poetry reading wI Stephen Petroff
tuesday 7110

20

danrorth st. •

772-8114

YES BOOKS 775-3233

•

~IL----,.-~

DANFOR11I ST.

I~I
14cafe no

22

usoo&y W«kly

HELP

many wonderful things"
for you, your home and patio

" ••• SO

47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

30" SWIVEL STOOLS
in stock

$125
while they last
reg. $147
9 Foden Road, South Portland
Near the Ma i ne Mall
across from UPS • 77S-4312

j

J

cfota«10«1~ _

tit,

#tUite

BLACK TIE
will Cater
your business or
social function

Exquisitely!
799-7119

r

:M

WITH THIS AD, $1_00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT-,

I

I

I
- Desert of Maine
I'
:"Maine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
I
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours' NalJJre Trails' Sand Artist
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting' Gift Shop' Store
I
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd •• Dept V • Freeport 04032
II
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962

:
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

Come to Freeport, and Visit...

-

- Limit One Coupon Per Person- -

r -- --- - -- - ----- - ---

-

-

-

_.;tiJ

--r------------,

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL!
.,

DIw_ Pw.pullwe meeII ewry
Wednesday al 7:30 pm at
Woodlordl Congregational Church,
202 Woodford. St., Portland. Di·
vorce Perspectives helps people
who are In the process of divorce,
considering a divorce or separation from a relationship cope with
the transition . July 11 meeting is
on co-parenting. For more information, call 774-HELP.
. . . ., WIdowed, .....rn.d or 01YOICMI People over 35 are Invited
to attend a new support group in
Portland and surrounding areas .
The group welcomes any and all
new ideas. For more information,
call Larry at 85-4-9935, Ruth at
892-4407 or Kit at 856-1174.
InfMt P......... CI_. . are being
offered by Pordand Public Health
for Portland residents. Meet other
parents, share ideas, and discuss
joys and frustrations of parenting.
Learn how to raise happy, healthy
ch~dren. For more information, call
874-8300 ext. 8784.
OCD SUpport Group. For more information , call 774-8919.
H.O.P... Self-help support groups
with facilitators meet weekly to
help heal the emotional pain associated with serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd., Portland, Tuesdays 24 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays
10 am-12 noon . There are also
support groups for the family and
friends of the ill which meet thursdays, 7-9 pm. For more information , call 1-800-339-HOPE.
Win. . Support Groupe Tuesdays,
7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St. South
Portland and Thursday, 7·9 pm at
11 Day St., Westbrook. For more
information, call Gerrie Brown at
767- 2010.
W....... au""y.... Gra.p meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portland. Free. For more information , call 773-8550.
Outright Portland alliance of gay,
lesbian, bisexual and questioning
youth offers support and informa·

lion for young people ages 22 and
under in a sale environment. Write:
OUTRIGHT, P.O. Box 5028, Station
A, Portland, 04101 or call 774HELP.
....... .""..."n. . . is a self-help
group for parents who want to
develop better parenting skills and
are seeking support and advice from
other parenta. Weekly meetings are
on Tuesdays at 6 pm or Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland. Child C8nI
is provided. Meetings are free . For
more information, call 871-7411 .

WELL
NESS

Aq. . . .rables USM Lifeline is of-

fering a new aquatic exercise program starting July 9 at 6:45 am at
the Riverton School Pool. Classes
are held Mon, Wed and Fri. Great
for non-swimmers. For more information, call 780-4170.
. .lIIng Y_ OWn 0.., VIIMpI'8,
T_ .ncI ...... Workshop includes
herb walk July 14, 10 am-4 pm at
Crystal Spring Farm , Biddeford.
Cost is $50. For more Information,
call 499-7040.
lIonDepend.nc. _ American Lung
Association of Maine is encouraging Mainers to celebrate their
Freedom From Smoking July 5. For
more information , call 1-800462-LUNG.
Med .....on ......... Friends of the
WeslBrn Buddhist Order is offering
a week-long meditation retreat
July 9-16 at Aryaloka, Newmarket, N.H . Retreat is intended
for both people with no experience
of mediation or Buddhi sm and for
those with a ragular practice it is
an opportunity to meditate with
others . For more information, call
603 - 659-5456 .

Mike Quinn's
sports quotes
of the week:
"Pat Summit, the highly
successful University ofTennessee women' s basketball
coach who is expecting her
first child, a boy, quipped: '1
figure I have at least one advantage over men' s coaches.
If my son grows up to be a
basketball player, my feelings
won't be hurt if he doesn't
want to play for me."
"George Foreman, the
former heavyweight champion who has fought largely
undistinguished opponents
since he ended a 10-year absence from the ring to regain
the crown, unleashed this
uppercut "PeoplesayGeorge
Foreman only fights guys on
a respirator. But that's a lie.
Theyhaveto be eight days off
the respirator,"
.. Don Criqui, NBC
sportscaster recently commented on the American
League's homerun leaderTigers' Cecil Fielder, who
played in Japan last season:
"FieldermaybetheDnlyJapaneseimportevertobecheered

in Detroit."
"There' s a lot to be said
for mediocrity. Consider the
wise word s of Syn Thrift,
former Yankees and Pirates
general manager: '1 \ike to
call the American League East
the FortuneSOO- becausethey
are spending a fortune and
playing .500."

ERNIE POOK ~L"_
Al \) INNEIt f/I~ GItAN1>MA SA~S." "v~~
TIM<' I I.oo~ OVTSIDE \-I£ ' S Tilep..i . WHA1

-WOMEN-

PIP.;; ~O\A MI )( E1) Vp IN' " "NOT)1ING" 1:
SA':1 . S\-l~ SfAII.<S!II /VI~ . M'j SISre;fl.

only

$18

I 'WAS · At" CINIl':! LI.lDeF.Jf>'HJts. liP IN \-IfPlloOM. '1-\.5 STI\.1. TI-\~P.t ,. S~e SA'lS. OVf

-me

reg. $20

WINDOW IS DAvlO WAljIN' Fofl. ME

B~ 1I-\E T~H. "I-\E (lIN'j IAKI: A \-lINT"
C. I N\)~

-MEN-

SA ~s.

'·\-IE loVES I\EP. %IAT S\-IE DOESN'f Lov~

11 1M 'e,/IC.\< . " iHE nOOR%H\.. I'M S\ASIED.
THE STVPID DooRS OPEN AND 1-1' CAN
SEE M~ TIW..O\.lGt\ I\W S(p..EeN. " \lE'j /'(1/'11~OI'iNf" \\E S/,':j$. ;'CAN ':lolA CO~ E ou,?

only

$12
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38 Market st.
Portland

reg. $15

•

773-4050

ASK FOR MIA

•

In

the Old Port,

------ ------ --- --------------.;......;.....
expo7(31/90

~

across from the Regency

=

SO I KNOW \-IE I-\EA~S :" You 'nl.
'30'1 \ OON'T WAN, filM ~~ j)-\~
\10\.\S~ "W'~MoRE . " 1 OPEN mE St!LE~tJ

\-0\,\1)
TrI~i

D()()R..

·' I-\E~

DAVit " I

SA~.

WE LEAN ON /11'1 6AANDMPlS CAR . M':l
MOUi)-l WON'T SA., AN '.1 \l-\ IN G AND I fEEL

1'I~ll.vo\'\s . I\\: Sj ... ~~s A, ""'C. THE SI~6E
ll6j-\jS (OM6 ON . T\i'CN ff.'1 GRANDMAS

VOilE $)-101.1,1 11\1(, M~ NAlH . "\ 60lf1l60"
I S"~ . ME KEEPS STARING . " OK ,51:1' '1'0\,\
I. SA'1 AND T\J~N ." So JUST fOJU,€T Ii ,
RI(,\-IT?" 1* ~,o,'6S . "J\Asr FO~6E"T .It!!

11ill!.P, ~?"

HIS FIST PovNDS
THE CAR AND I LooK DOWN. ANt> ~eN

WI:\OI..E

I\E IS \fJA\.~ING FAST. ANO 1t\'EN

bONe .

AT FORT WILLIAMS PARK, CAPE ELIZABETH

Tickets:av~il
$11..
Discounts
6 PM: MalOe
Bones. Rain
S.ite: Portland
City Hall Aud.

PlCNIC~PS
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
roSHIYUKI SHIMADA. MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR
CALL
173-8191

Sponsors:
Georgia-Pacific
and AT&T.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: UNCLE ~ILLY'S
:
•••
: h'~ '6Vf"~\l>~h ,Qot
: jO fI~~~
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• TAKE-OUT;rCATERIHG
•
•

SPORT

c _ ..., S,I,ln ....

: 2 ~ 1 Luncheon Specials :
•

•
.. • •

R

with coupon • expires 7/19/90

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

OUT
SIDE

•

60 OCEAN STREET ••• SOUTH PORTlJ'oND ••• :r6:r-:rt t .
Hours: Tues. - Sal • 11 :3Oam - I 0:30prJ). SUn. 4:30pm - 10:30pm
Closed Mondays • Sunday Night Blues Jam

•
••••

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?
None of them.

Come to our neighborhood.

TilE

:,.".....aiI:I.~1DE

Rt:MAUQA NT

r8@l@8Wi No other radio

station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
theday, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There's only one choice.
But you probably know that already.

ETC

R!1\'[3;' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Also serving Breakfast,
Lunch ard Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street 773,8223

LUNCH. DINNJ!.IB

f~~~Good;:~:::t
_

j"

wi.

,

6., CUmberlaDd Ave
Po~

PATIO OUTBACK

All Aboard for a
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip
on Maine's Finest Fleet

c.- ..,

",o1 GO 1"16 A"'~WI-\ERt:" /11'3 G/WiDtM
SA':lS . ..' JIA$j IN Ttle ,:\A\l..O" I SA ';1 . " 10 MINlJTeS . THATS IT " SHE n\..LS ME, AND 1\4EN

SCHOONER FARE/FRI. JULY

Get V. . . . . . . . . W.t Bring your
kayak for evening paddles Thursday _inga at 6 pm through Labor
Day at East End Beach in Portland.
For more information, call Jeff
Wescott at 772-5357.
PI8U IUde 10-20 mile ride along the
a-Io 008M and I!IIII'shes 01 Cape Elizabeth and Scarborough with the
Non-prolit sportfishing tournament
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Thlndaya
benefit. the Atlantic Sportfishing
at 6 pm at Pal'a Pizza, Route One,
Asaociation and Maine Marine connear Oak Hill in ScaltIorough. For
sarvation efforta Aug 4-5 at Spring
more information, call 799-1085.
Point Marina in South Portland. For
more information or entry forms, WoH.'. lleell Weede State Parll
Summer Nature Program Nature
contact Cal Robinson at Saco Bay
programs are offenld daily through
Tackle Company at 284-4453 or
Aug 16 and on weekends through
Paul Jensen at Port HIIIbor Marine
Labor Day. The programs include a
at 167-3254.
Walk, short talks and other activiSoccor ....... are needed for an
ties. Each Wednesday a program
over-30 (in mind or body) soccer
for children (and aduhs) "Fun In
team to play a challenge series
Nature· il being offered. Other
during the summer with leams from
program are given on a rotating
the Bath/BrunSWick area. Games
basis, including ·Osprey Watch:
are played on Sunday afternoons.
·The Shore Tour" and ·Wildflower
For more information, call Kevin
Walk." All tours begin at 2 pm by
Mead at 767-1385.
the big sign In the second parking
lot Wolfe's Neck Woods StaIB Partl
is located In Freeport. For more
information on program schedule,
call 865-4465.
Gulded . .nwetorc-TrlpeTwohour trips through Kennebunkport
harbor led by a registered Maine
guide and naturalist Scenic islands,
wildlife , lobster boalS and light·
house. Begimer through advanced.
For more information, call Canoe
Cape Porpoise at 282-9655 .
...... AucI ..... 80cIetr Field Trips
Whale watches at Jeffrey's Ledge
are scheduled for July 21, Aug 25
and Sep 22, 9:30 am-4 pm; and
Puffin watching trips are scheduled lor July 7 and 14 from Boothbay Harbor. Reservations are required for these trips . For more
information, call the field trip of11Ie ...... OutdeorAdwMl..... c...
fice at 781 -2330 or write Maine
will meet July 11 at 7 pm at the
Audubon Society, 118 U.S. Rte 1,
Falmouth, ME 04105.
People" Building, 155 Brackett
Sl There will be a slide show presentation on backpacking in Yosemite
Na~naI Parll. Upcoming trips and
workshops : July 7, Hike Mt.
Chocorua (797-8214); July 2022, Wilderness Canoe/Camping
Trip on Umbagog Lake (846-3036).
....... W _ Olltdoe... Evening
hike and planning meeting will be
held July 10, 6 pm at WoIfe·s Neck P,........'" _ _ OaodMIT_The
Woods Stale Pari! in Fraeport. The
annual tour features eight private
and public country gardens July 7,
group Is opan to women 18 and
10 am-4 pm, rain or shine. TICkets
older. Bring a sendwich for dinner.
Rain date is July 11 . Hike is free.
for the tour are $12 and may be
Meet at the parll entrance. Mempurchased at the Freeport Historical Society, 45 Main St. , Freebership Is $ 12 and includes a
monthly newsletter. For more inport. , or at the gardena on the day
formation on the hike or joining,
01 the event. For more Informacall 547-3919.
tion, call 865-3170.
....... AucIuII .... LoM ProIKtLoon . ......,. III the Port AfI8moon fesFestival July 14, 10 am-4 pm at
tival on Lower Exchange Street
Maranacook Community School in
July 8, 12-5 pm . Sunday festivals
continue through Aug 5. PerformReadfield. Annual loon count takes
P'- on lakes all over the southern ances include Jack Honan, clarihall of Maine July 21 , 7-7:30 am.
net, 12-1 pm ; folk singer Brenda
For more information, call Sally
Moore, 12:30-2 pm ; Jest Foolin,
Stockwell , wildlife program manmagician and clown, 1-3 pm; and
ager, and Rhonda Morin , Loon FesPeter Gallway & The Proof at 2:30
tival/Count coordinator at 781 pm. Performances wiH be cancelled
2330 .
in the case of rain. For more infor·
lIe........u. . . . .rail Nature CenlBr
mation , call Intown Portland Ex·
Summer progrems: Canoe Tours
change at 772-6828.
daily 1-11 :30 am, Tue and Thu 6- Ald. . . Antique Troll., Fri and Sat
7:30 pm ($6/$5 for members,
10 am-5 pm at the Saashore Trolley Museum in Kemebunkport Rides
$7/$6 for non-member); Salt
Marsh Adventure, walk explores
cost $2 and the last ride leaves at
unique ecology of the salt marsh,
4:30 pm. The museum
be open
Mon 9:30-11 am, Thu 2·3:30 pm
until Sep 1. For more information
call 967-2700.
($2 for members, $3 for nonmembers); Dawn Birding, look and Enrlcllecll Golden Acta C..... invited
listen for egrits , glossy ibis, herpeople over 60 to Wednesday luncheons and programs. The schedule
ons, ducks, willets and swallows,
of programs is as follows : July
Wed 7-8:30 am ($2 for members,
11, music with Beau and Dave;
$3 for non-members). Maine
Audubon Society's Scarborough
July 18, Casco Bay CIoggera; July
Marsh Nature CenlBr is located on
25, guest meteorologist. Cost is
Roule 9 in Scarborough. For more
$1.50. Luncheons are held at 297
Cumberland Ave ., Portland. For
information on any of the above,
reservations, call 774-6974.
call 883·5100.
IIIcrcle Club Upcoming -PII'" He"'" Annual Summer Fair
rides : Sizzling Tuesdays in North
on July 11 at tha Cape Elizabeth
Windham, 30 miles, Tuesdays ,
United Methodist Church on Rt
A lobster roll luncheon will be
5:30 pm , meet at Sizzler Steak
served at 11 :30 with take out
House, North Windlam (Gary Davis,
892-8257) ; 2nd Annual Kangamaorders accepted and delivered logus Madness Ride, 50 miles, July
cally . The fair will also feature
hand crafts , baked goods, attic
7, 8 am, meet at Gorham Shop N'
treasures and garden shop . For
Save (Gary Davis, 892-8257) ;
more information call 799-0033.
Strawberry Sensation, 35 miles,
ride through Kennebunk, Lyman Portlllnd RotlllY Crwfte P.....,.I
area and eat freshly picked strawMore than 130 craftspeople show
berries, July 8, 10 am (Pat Aceto,
their stuff July 14, 10 am-5 pm in
Monument Square, Portland. For
499·2048) ; Maine Bike Rally July
13·15 in Darmiscotta (774-1118);
more information, call 773-7157.
GorIuJ ... day·long festiBiddelord Beaches, 30 miles, July
28. 9 am, meet at UNE Health
val of entertainment, parade and
Center, Biddeford (Brian Doyle,
more July 14, 10 am-4 pm at
934-7353) .
Robie Park, Gorham. Grand Parade
App...c ..........nt.at. CI... Out·
from Narragansett School to the
door workshops held at their
High School from 10 am. Bluegrass
Pinkham Notch Camp in New Hampmusic parformed by the Sandy
River Ramblers at 11 am, aftershire. Workshops include: ·Canoeing Lake Umbagog· July 6-8;
noon Firefighter'S Muster and a
·Freshwater Ecology Seminar·
performance by Downeast Cloggers
July 8-13 ; ·Beginner Backpackat 3:30 pm . Devonsquare closes
ing and Camping· July 13-15;
the activities with a performance
·Plants of the Presidentials : A
at 4 pm.
Naturalist Adventure· July 12- CIewt lind Soller DIInce July 14, 8
14. For information or reservapm-l am at Temple Beth-EI , 400
tions for any of the above worllDeering Ave., Portland. For more
information , call 775-2034.
shops, call 603-466-2727.
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Instead of Halftime have a Full Tune on the

*6

<t!.nMWitJ
*

Trips Daily

$5 ofT any Adult fare

willa ••alkl M"'e Dri.,.... 1J.C4DM

* PALAWAN

DAYSAILS
from the Custom House
Wharf In Portland

~~
For more information
about putting your ad here
call Maureen Magee at

CascoRrr..1
~EKW

775-6601

773-2163
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index
animals
antiques
auctIons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunHies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

Community
Cable Network
week !If 7(1/fIIJ
Living Tapestries:
Elder Images and Style Part 2
(112 hour)

15

People Helping People:
Honoring Volunteers
(1/2 hour)

I
•

Ireland Today:
The Education System
(1/2 hour)

My

Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM· 1 PM

The Future and
How We Get There:
An Overview (1/2 hour)

Left Foot

Gourmet Cooking (1' houII

WED-FRI7,9
SAT,5UN1,7

WPKM
FM 106.3

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed"
& Thurs. 9am-noon,

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO

SUPER
BEERS!

N

MARRACC

DId you know Mlchelob,
MlchelobDry, MlchelobUght
and Mlchelob Oassic Dark

represent over 80"10 of aU super-premium
beers sold inAmeriea? Did you know

E

5

G

N

there was once a
major-college bowl
game in which the 2
opposing coaches
were brothers ... It
was the 1971 Gator
Bowl... Georgia,
coached by Vince
Dooley, faced North
Carolina, coached by
Vince's
brother
Bill... Georgia won,

5

Lee Angelo Marraccini combines
the highest qualiry materials, an
uncompromising design vision and
superb craftsmanship to create
jewelry that is a delight to the
eye and a joy to wear.
Aoo...e: 14K gold gems~ stacked ring.

7-3. Our

thanks to aU lovers of our
new Mlchelob brands. Here's
a surprising faa.,. Although there
are many bowl games these days,
it took football people an
amazingly long time to stage
more than one game ... The first
Rose Bowl game was played in
1902 but, oddly enough, it was

aDacus

then 33 years, in 1935, until the
next major bow\S--{he Orange
and Sugar Bowls-were started.

Did you know, Thomas
Jefferson was also
interested
in
brewing and made
beer at Monticello.
He culled aU of the
books he could find
on the subject and
added them to his
extensive library.
Here's an amazing
record ... There once
was a man in the
National Football
League who played
EVERY game for his team for 20
YEAR~and was never injured,
despite playing regularly as a
defensive end,., The man who
set that record was Jim Marshall
who played with Minnesota and
Cleveland in the NFL from 1960
till 1980-and never missed a game
in all that time! Beer is a good
part of the good life!

the
Portland Writer's
Network

american crafts
44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101
Mon· Sat 10-9:30, Sun 11·6
(207) 772-4880
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ATTRACTIVE 8iM LOOKING
for GlstraighUBi males to ~o
p/ace&.1..lu! Now ADa, \lance, I.UIC,
Jung and Art. WJI meet all who
respond with letter and phone
number. CBW Box 974 TPL
222tl.

,

PLAY MEGABUCKS? Then take
a gamble here. Executive, 33, is
seeking to share the winnings.
Looking for professional Female,
21-33. AmbitIOUS, heaJth-conscious
who likes outdoor activities as watl
as social entertaining. CBW Box'
975 TPL 22212

WEll, I'M JUST AT my wits end II
How does a WM, 30's, attrective,
great sense of humor, nurturing,
varied interests, meet an I
attractive, fun woman, 18·30, with
out going through the awkward,
yucky bar SCQ'\8. fhaven' got a c:kJe.
Arry suggestions? CBW Box 978
TPL 22214
20 BlWM LOOKING for same
athletic, goodlooking 18-25ish guy.
Am Ithe only one II Maine or what?
Take a chance and write (nowll
lers make this summer sizzlel csW
Box 979 TPL 22215

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
DWM- CHUBBY CHERUB seeks foxy
strawberry blonde; (No, not you
Amy Carter!) for a groovy time.
Prefer Granola type with militant
lesbian gene pool. Must enjoy dine,
wine, and Prine, Lers get together and
touch p,p" Ask Tiger! CBW Box 982

SWF UKES TO BE daring, is very
adventurous and fun. Athletic
attractive and professional. SeekS
SWM 2S-35 to have a great time
with and who enjoys sports.
Windsurfing, biking, hiking and
getting a httle crazy. CBW Box
976 TPL 22213

ATTN BiF'S, HELP my fantasy and
yours become reality. 1m a SWM,
22, tall, dark, muscular and
attractive, who seeks 2 BiF's for
fun and friendship. The only
requirements are a healthy bodY
and III open mind. Kthis SOlIlds ike
something you'l enjoy, send your
name, age, phone number, and
HAPPY COUPLE SEEKS another description of yourself 10 CBW
couple to share intimate times. We Box 980
are clean, healthy, chem-free and
discreet. Lers get together and DEAR PUNKER, you are the
share the natural high of intimacy. greatest knucklehead and the bast JIMMY C, OOOH, thanks for
All letters answered, discretion ~usband a woman could havel responding,
the
plot
assured. CBW Box 977.
thickens. ..Sony about tle cloak and
Soanl
dagger, but 1m not ready to blow
Cf:M6. Bul..amuse and tease me
SF, 31, HOPELESSLY eddicted LOOKING FOR PEOPLE bored M~~~!:w~~~~t~t!:
to good literature, theatre, with the ba~ scene, sick of righ~ the beD is in my court, Iguess
interesting conversations, rock·n- supennarket hne ~mances, and ra dribble for a little while lOnger.
roll (music, not bars) and Dr. Who brad .0.' long mghts In front of the P.S. Afurther clue: I've seen you
reruns. More than slightly off- television. Hyou want m meet new perbnn and have 'rubbed" elbows
centre, but a nice person and people for a ~tt1e fun In the sun, with you on several ·social·
assuredly not a flake. Seeking start the summer off nghl. Taka occasions. SS CBW 957
basically decent, reasonably out a Person-m.person ad in CBW
intelligent single guy who hopeluHy and take advantage of OUf special
shares a few of the same interests offerrightnowll When you run an ' NATURALLYI ATTRACTIVE
(donas not neoess&I'(), has a sense ad in the Person-m·Person section SWM artist seeking attractive
of hLmoor and is neither oveMy keen for 2 weeks, you get a third women friends (all colors) to visit
nor overly cautious about week. .. :FREEII Just fill out .the rlJdistcamps, saunas with.lntinacy
commitments for friendship, ooupon In thIS sectron and send dIn, is not expected. Prefer vegatarian
hopefully more. PO Box 971 S-980, With payment, to: Casco Bay artists, dancers, models. Photo
Portland, ME, 04104.
Weekly, 187 Clark Street, appreciated. CBW Box 981
Portland, ME 04102. Indicete thet
you know about this special
6ummertime deal and that third GWM WANTS TO meet GWM or
week is yours ... FREEli
straight male for intimate
rulationship, 20-45. rm 48. CBW
Box 962 TPL 22205

::'t

,

,)

..

Are you responding

+The+

10 a CBW Box #?

Venus Project

Clearly mark the

• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED

THE 90'S ARE HERE, and Zovillll
is my /SWM, 28) reoccurring
memory !rom the SO's. If you are a
WF 22-32. in shape, like to: dine,
dance, oocassionally debauch and
have simiar memories, then we
shoUd be in contact. lers exchange
Ietten; or calls for comparison of
life's interest and a stress free
date could be ours. CBW Box 968
TPL 22208

TWO ENERGETIC young women
looking to meet two SWM's over
dinner. Are you crnative, energetic,
fun-loving, Intelligen~ honest and
spontaneous? We arel And we'd
like to meet you. We're 25,
responsible and a little crazy. Nice
guys only need apply. CBW 970
NORTHERN MAINE SWM 37
Hones~ sincere, professional type
gentleman. Enjoys dining, dancing,
music, the arts, RVing, bicycle,
quiet walks along the beahc.
Nonsmoker, seeks lady 21-<45 to
share life's good times and possibly
winter in the South P.O. Box 124,
Portage, ME 04768
LOST: ONE COOKIE Delivering,
Boati"9 Machine. Last seen headed

North (L.L Bean, perhaps?)
spreading chocolate chip cheer
from an Old Town Canoe. I found,
please return to GriHy's in an
upright position.

OH. SLAVEORIVER OF temp
workers, how does it leel to work
with out the constant hum of
confused and underpaid people?
Do you gaze frustratadly throogh
those yuppie GO glasses at the
world while birds have their way
with your coat? Tall me, now that
you're not in the neighborhood,
must Ifrequent sleazy beer bars to
run across you again? Don' be a
stranger. someone needs to be
subjected to your post·modern,
punk-country, new wave New York
underground, on~ heard of by the
Villa.ae Voice Editorial staff music.
CB'ilBox 983.

OWM ADVENTUROUS male seeks
female who's attractive. fm lonely
and looking for serious
OWM- CHUBBY CHERUB seeks relationships or just fun. rm an
foxy strawbery blonde; (No, not attractive, hardworkinp lather and
you Amy Carter I) for a groovy healthy. I'm experienced but
time. Prefer Granola type with youthful. CBW 967
militant lesbian gene pool. Must
enjoy dine, wine, and Prine. lers
get together and touch P.P., Ask
'!igerl CBW Box 982

notices

person to person
recreation

ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate • for sale
real estate. for rent

TALKING

PERSONAL
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,you can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. DW 1-900-896·2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each call costs 9S¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access cocle 22.

3. The rmchine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the 'TPL" number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message.. and leave
your response if you wish.
All calls arc !IC~ Obscene messages will be deleted.
*PIer'5on-lO-Person advertisers may choose nollO
leave an outlPJing message.

BUY 2, GET 1FREE
That'. rliht, buy 2 weeks In the
~n~-~nonMOWn~aa

1 week PlU!I!IJU8t use the handy

coupon In thls MOWn to write your

ad ~ send It, along with payment, to:

ca.w Bay Weekly

187 Clark Street
Portland, MaIne 04102

HOT SUMMER FUN

D1.r~~e!!!:s~!!~m~E
24 Hour Service

For Singles Who Want A Lasting Reiationship

'Q 1.. 900.. 226 .. 2003

CBW Box # on the

for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Tool, Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

outside corner of

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
your membership unlil you have the
relatiol1ship you want

• IN-THE-COVNTER
1'000 PROCESSOR INSTALLED

d 1..900 .. 988 ..3135
d 1..900 . .988 . .3139

the envelope and

Call Today for a Free Brochure

'Q 1..900 . .226 ..2007

Includes: 2 extension wands, Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting

as low as $945 with cash discount.
Processor includes: aear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper,

send your reply

Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.
Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit
Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher.

.....,

<C>~~

• 2.00 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.
• 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $490 with cash discount.

1
1
1

I
I
I

Additional 10% discount with this coupon.

1
1
1

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.
S92, ..0119

or 1 ..S00..2,S;/..'WIRE

,
P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous Food •

..
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home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments

datin services

Astrological Match-Making

*No Interest Payment Plans Available*

I
1

,•

JULY SPECIALS

1
1

1
1

I
I

~

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775·6601
person 0 person

Spon5O<ed By: Michelob • RUlli' Orienml Rugs • Casco Bay Coontry Store • Hunnngtoo Coounon

o

It

July 5, 1990

to
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St.,
Portland ME 04102

800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane •

d 1..900 . .988 ..3136

Lexin ton, MA 02173

MWCM0?-~

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
AB the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service,
We're Compatibles,
Call for a free
consultation.

W 1. .900 . .226 . .2004

~ 1..900 ..226 ..2006
d 1..900 ..988 . .3137
Q 1. .900. . 226..2005
d 1..900 . . 988 ..3138
FREE! FREE!FREE !FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1. .800 . .388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn
A/ways imitated but ne~er equaled.

Gay Matching!
Isma'!lI!)OOiI 800-633-6969

Meet someone new and
interesting this summer in the'
Person-to-Person ads.
Take advantage of our Slimmer special

For more information, call MelissaJohnson at 77S-6601

,r
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body &soul

biz services

CREATIVE ENERGETICSI
Dynamic new way to release
creative energy hidden within.
Develop self express ion and
problem solving abilities. Realize
your dreams. Individual and group
sessions available. Wer. Nickerson
828·0401 .
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women : Exchange fatigue and
tlought addictions for energy and
self-esteem, through use of
relaxation, meditation, and psychic
direction I Weekly meetings. Call
Carole Curran, Director 871 -

0032.
JOY OF RECOVERY Through the
Shamanic Experience, a weekend
expenmential
workshop
int&greting modem recovery wolll
with ancient shamanic methods.
AIlgust 3-5th at Rockcreft Lodge
00 beautifut Sebago laXe. For more
information, call Acupuncture
Health Care at 775·5020 or
Panther Star Nation at 883COUNSEUNG FOR EATING and
body image issuer.. Individual and
group therePI' available. Call Usa
Bussey. MA CEDT 77S-7927

WOMEN : Doss being in love mean
bei i'1 pai'1? Learn how 10 chanQe
dy~unctional relationship
patterns. TherePI' group now
forming based on "Women Who
Love Too Much: For more
information call 871·9256
REIKI HEALING Let this
Japanese energy balancing
lechnique refieve your stress and
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
renewed, revitalized and feeling
GREA TI Call Kristen Erico, 2nd
degree Practitioner at 773-1346
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spirijual perspective offer
insight and prectical application
regarding your current energy
field, IWe lessons, personal symbols,
and challenges. Cal Regina at 7290241
DO YOU HAVE MS? Have an
interest in whoiistic health? "Maybe
Someday' has openings in their
Iflnovatlve program for persons
with MS. (Including 1 accessabie
apt available immediately) Contact
Bonnie Vierthaler at Maybe
Someday 773-3275.

HOMOSEXUAL
AND and
unhappy? There may be hope for
you. There is a therapv group in
process based on a nationally
sua:essful program to help those
who want to change. No one IUmed
awey 00 account of inablility 10 pay.
Call 767·7138 and leave name and
number.
BODY MASSAGE Enrich your life
through the benelits of mass8!le.
NOUrish yourself by improVing
circulation, detoxification,
increasing body awareness and
relaxing your body/mind. Call
Pamela Richards MsT. at 883·
0315
UTNE READER, EAST West ·
Journal, VagetarianTimer., Mother
Jones, OuestMalazine, TheOuayie
Quarterly, MaineImes, Consumer
Reports, CO, Employment Review,
Maine Organic ~ariner, Sesame
Street, Scientific American
American Artist, Village Voice,
Boston Phoenix and more... Now
availabie at Maybe Someday, 196
Congress St 173-3275.
YOUR LIFE 0
17
f
. ver profile
pager.plus
0
your natal astrological
advice on one question from Julien
using meditabon or New Age
PhiIo6op'1y. Send name and addriIss
and date, time, and place of birth
wijh $t8 to New Age Advisor PO
Box 10418 Portland ME 04104

for rent

COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
evarythinq. Exceflent references,
call any bme, day or nigh~ n42159, leave message.
LOTUS
SPR UDSH EEl
der.igrVbJild. Charge hourly, but
will estimate the work first Also,
can produce professional~ooking
documents, per page basis.
Resumer. produced/revised for
one·time charge. Call 871-n82.
l.aaYe message.
STORAGE FACILITY. Near
Dunstan Caner. Safe, dry, secure
storage. Lowest rates . Call
between9amandI2noon. CaJDan
883·6635
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
Marketing is the process of
creating an envirooment in which
the prospect sees the value of
doing business with your company.
Do you ever wonder if your
marketing is really worlling for
you? Hyou wonder, you should talk
with a marksting professional who
specializes i'1 small businesses. For
a Iree intial consultation, call
Edgemont Enterprises at 8718964

Patti White

Z41 Sherwood Slr'e<t Portbn

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

LETfER BY LETfER
773-4772

&rlJ......

774-8149

L"""'_"'1l-Ir'-dy, M.A.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~
~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~

Barbara Fudala RN
Therapeutic Massage

whollst1c chiropractic, naturopathy

Swedish' PolarUy
Deep Tissue Massage
1 Mitchell Rd
So. Portland 799-3346

~~

~

475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 041 03

~

m-S131

~
~
~
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A

1-8()().827-8010

758-5844

30%

no set-up charge

797-3012

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condilion
car carrier available

CALL 774-0268
-

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP

I
I

ErlcKrantz

:

counselor, hypnotist, psychic

:

~

by apfJ()intment 871-0032
personal developmet.t classes
relaxation, bealing, meditation, psycblc

I
I

counselor

,

I

•

~

~

success- personal and business

GETTING MARRIED?
.EEI APIIJTOGRAPIIER,

but don' Wlnt to 'plllld hllf your honeymoon money on ona??

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732

music lessons

r'>l-nseo,!pt:\0n5

rIIt~

,

Treatment fo r Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependency
Individuals , Groups and Couple.."

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
Licensed Substance Abuse Counse1or

477 Congress Street

0

Ponland, ME 04101

Wholistlc Health
Management Counseling
Dudley J. Davis, M.S.
Personal growth, chanae, and
developmental counseling to:
Individual, couples and groups.

••

·

,

anxiety/stress 0 eatl.o.g d1sorders
weight management
body (self) image 0 substance abuse 0 marriage

496 Congress St
Portland, ME 04101
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7 1-0058
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for relationships,
codependency, ACOA
lssues, all types of
addiaions and depression

treatmett

r-~~~-~~--~~;;;;;;:;;~~~~;:....
Portland's

#1 music teaching fadllty

CUlTAR s DRUM WORKSHOP
if you want to really slog and get all
the tonal and vocal techniques,
633rtlaForest
Ave
A n drea Is exce II ent ...
d. 773-3444
P
o n
check us out

INSURAN(E
REIMBURSABU

wanted

animals

learnin

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE,
mature and reliable, seeks
condohlousesitting situation, or
fre8l10w rent in apt building in
exchange for clencaMight work.
References avail. P.O. Box 2293,
So. Portland, 041 OS.

BIBUOPIDUC
lANDLORD WANTEDI
Dedicaled bookseller needs to

renl slorage or retail spa:e.
Please contact Jack at

J. Glaller Books, 799-7283

PSSTI CHILDREN'S Resource CAT LOVERS: Good home needed
Center, Thompson Poin~ Portland, for one or two neuteilld cats, part
has certified art teacher/artist Burmese, one declawed, good
Judy Faust "Dinosaurs from found Indoor and outdoor ~ts, both like
clud
ketch'
,people. Please caN Lisa 772·6332
~ In .er. s
Ing,c..m. s (w) or 926-3566 (h).
dinosaur exhibits assembil n ~
painting, exhibiting. ~es 8-14, Ju
10-14. "TaxhJre Adyentym • ages 8, enhances sensorial and design
skills, July II -Aug 1. Register
ASAP. Call 773.J045
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
PomRY LESSONS beginning and All power. AMIFM cassetto. Great
advancad . Hand.building and carl $7500 773-6830
throwing. Studio 132 Portlarid. 7724334

"h'__ ,_ •.

wheels

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

Casco Bay Weekly has a new opportunity for
an Advertising Sales Manager dedicated to
Greater Portland.
We are looking for a gregarious problemsolver who will tbrive personally and professionally in our creative, chaotic atmosphere. You
must be a team player who can balance bottomline performance with a passion for social and
ecological justice. Your missi!>n will be to pioneer and maintain new accounts, to conceptualize cost-effective promotional campaigns and to
inspire four talented salespeople.
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for
phenomenal growth during the 19905. Casco
Bay Weekly will expand it community mission
by providing its readers with concise, comprehensive news - and by serving its advertisers
with zeal.
This management position pays a base salary
in the $20s, plus substantial commissions on
departmental performance; an aggressive
motivator will earn $3Ok, plus health coverage
and benefits,
If you are serious about advertising sales and
you are ready to make a commitment to this
community, send a resume and cover letter to:

Spectrum Inc,

for rent

ARTISTIS STUDIO

5 OPENINGS!!

call todayl

=Ear::U;Js'~. ~~~ , ~&11""":lifllls
' J\ L:ESI'50~rybNS
' .' re1arences
:"~~E:~O:~
= Y~f
and raliable car. Prefer

\

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

AD
HERE?
775-6601

childcare

Method. Master of Music 7'99·9056.

ADVERTISING
SALES & MANAGEMENT

Quaint, spacious, one-bedlOom
apartmenls availablein a
variely of slyles, including
loft with ocean view, two-level
withlireplace. Our uniquely
are located in the hean
01 the Old Pon. Renls range
Irom $450 to $525/month
plus utiln ~. For an appOintment
call SpectrumIre. weekday
mornings at 797-1)223

MUSIC
REHEARSAL
roomskecording slUdios. Ponland,
ground f'oor, 24 hour easy access.
774-3366

THE AFFORDABlE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

LC.S.W.

'~~~ , _~,_~,_ ,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A

WHY ISN'T.

YOUR

r--~~;~~d~~~;~:;~;;~;;;--l
,

S6 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine

Coastal Collections

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

PART ·TIME coordinator for
PAUSICA (Portland en! Against
U.S. Intervention in Central
America). 1S-20 hOIln; per_II.
$7h1our. Politically active, dynamic
individual needed 10 coordinate
grass-roots organization, staff
office and assist with development
of fundl8ising efforts and media
relations. Person should be
~ of Central American
issues, organized, indepellda rt, and
have good interpersonal skills.
Political organiZing expenenea
preferTed. Send resume ~ July 20
to Search Committe, P.O. Box
5247, Portland, ME 04101

OLD PoRT ARMS

RECEIVABLE
PROBLEMS?

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

SOUND
TRONICS
ENTERPRISES

cerillled therapist
penonaJ growth 0 grief
depression 0 addictions

ME 77

Let us write lyrical, lUCid, and letter-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches. ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occasions, tool

r:--:-__- - - - - - ,

P.O. Box 1424
Scarborough, ME

204-206 SPRING ST. spacious
modern 1BR apts available
immediately. $425 and S500 par
month + utils. Unique style,
hard'MlOd noors, on-sight laundry.
Lease, references, security
deposit required. Call 197-0223
weekday momi'lgs
SOUTH PORTLAND: New 2BR
house. Clean, spacious, wall-to-wall
carpeting, laundry hook·up, deck,
garage. Convenient location, nice
neighboorhood. Sorry, no pats.
$895lmonth plus utilities. 7gg9265, leave message.

Word Processing 0 Spreadshcecs 0 Resumes
Bookkeeping 0 Typing
WordPerfea 0 Lotus 1-2-3 0 Laser Printer

communications company

REAIIIY THERAPY

If;.'IM.imm"fi;;i*j,~if

BACK BAY i\~~OCIATE~

LADIES·WE HAVE full and parttime positions available in the
fashion industry. Contempo
Fashions offers: start your own
business with no cash investment.
Eam $20 or more per hour. Work
your own hours. Earn trips and
other prizes. Full ttaining provided.
NOw offering 30 day trial
positions. To hear more about this
OflIX?rtunity, call Linda Carney tor
an Intervtew appointment 623·
3532 any~me.

toddlers and up. Call ~t 56
SUMMER MORNING Arts at
Casco Bay Montessori School for
children ages 3 to 7 yean;.
Openings available throughOllt
summer. Hours ant from 9-f2 am
and drop off is welcomed w~h
prior call at 799-2-400. Call or
SlOp by for information at ..0
Ocean Street. South Portland.
Also inquire about September
Afternoon and Aftercare
programs for preschool thru 2nd

Come check us out,
We have 5 studios
open on or before
July 1, $135-$300
per month, all fncfusfve.
no hidden costs, 24
hour heat. fights and
accessibility. In a bulldfng
compfetely dedfcated
to the artists' needs.
CALL SOON
They go fastll

CascoBav
~EEKLY

FEATURES
WRITER k EDITOR
Casco Bay Weekly has an opening for an Arts
Editor with ataSSion for entertainment,
recreation an the arts.
We seek an eclectic visionary to expand our
cultural coverage, You must be a periectionistic
journalist who can accommodate diverse
viewpoints and a chaotic work environment.
Your mission will be to write brilliant dispatches
from the frontlines of culture; to orchestrate a
maniacal tribe of freelancers in the production of
the calendar, listings and arts briefS; and to be
this paper's ambassador to the Greater Portland
arts community.
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for
phenomenal growth during the 1990s, Casco
Bay Weekly will continue to expand it community mission by providing its readers with
concise news reporting, in-<lepth cultural
coverage and comprehensive listings.
This editorial poSition pays a minimum
starting salary of $16k, plus health coverage and
benefits. Increases will be based on company
growth; bonuses on performance,
If you are an eXperienced writer who is as
committed to the arts as you are to social and
ecological justice, send a resume, writing
samples and cover letter to:

ltI!ilrnWi

for sale

~.~tpeev~: ~~sWff

and Fundamentalism. Pet loves:
singing, foI< guitar, cats, pinochle.
front-end loaders, beer,
Dostoyevsky, earthwonms, and
sitting in silence to get spriritually
centered. 780-4886
M/F ROOMMATE, liml, 250,
to share 3BR apt in E. Prom area
Sunny, hardwood floors, parlling.
$196lmonth + utiis. We also have a
cat Call 879-0519 attar 6pm.
HOUSEMATE M/F, country living
7 miles from city center. Quiet
parent·oriented,
n/s.
A
professionaisllachnically-oriented
situation, with respact and humor a
pkJsl
SO. PORTLAIID/ Wiaard Beach
area, seeking nls female. Great
house, back deck and yard, 5 mil. to
beach, wid, no pets. $250 + 1/3
utils. Avail. August 1. Call 7676334.
USM AREA roommate MIF NIS
$225lmonth + sacurity • 1/3 utils.
871 -8604
PERSON TO SHARE 8 room, 38R
country home near Goose Rocks
Beach in Kennebunkport with 2
worlling adults. 35 minutes from
downtown Portland. Chem·free,
NIS. $35O/mo. inc. all utiis. Pets
negotiable. 'ilJj7·2787.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE wanted
to share fairiy large apt near E.
Prom. $325 includes aU. n4-1398
after 4:30.
GM SEE KS SAM E to share apt
3BR hardwood floors, fip,dlW,
g/d, wid, cable, off street parking.
$325/month + tl2 uti Is. Can
aftemoon, n2-1927.
M WANTS M roommate. I have
2BR apt, 15 min from Portland.
$300/month inc. heat and
everything. 892-7122
M/F TO SHARE sunny, large, 2BR
West End BpI with GM. Fireplace,
washer/dryer, hardwood floors,
walk·in closets, storage. $396
includes alI87t 436.

BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complete
listing send SASE to : Box 20t
Cape Cottage ME 04107
MOVING: GOTTA GET rid of
some sWffl Adirondak chair $40,
t2' x 6 1/'l gray rug remnant $30,
small bookshelf $30, coffee table
$20, antique sewing machine
standltable $75. Call ever. 874·
0280.
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultrelight, enclosed cockpit, push
button start, full aerilons and
flaps . On wheels, with floats.
$6500 or blo. Catamaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
$900.799-4305

799·4759

MONHEGAN ISLAIIO- home with
4 bedrooms overlooldng the harbor.
Enjoy the Cl,Uiat and beauty of this
fIlblil1 unique Maine island. Available
because of cancellations for weeks
DERoRINOoDESoNIEBLELUNG: of: July 8-15; July 15·22; and
Now that weve seen it, lers talk August 12-19. All you need to bring
about it Your DIace or ours? Ziggy am sheets and food, everything
& friend 871 -1095
else provided. $650IWeek·Call
GOIIIG TO SAN Francisco? rm evenings 773·3564 or leave
moving ther in early AIlgust and am messages on machine during day.
looking for a female treveling Robin Lambert
companion 10 shant driving my car.
II interested, call Candice 934·
284 7 avenings.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH(lI 212·8642000
Country
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of CUMBERLAND-NEW
Cape, 3200 sq. ft., 4BR, 2 112
Grea ter Portland 's most bathswhirlpool, oak kitchen,
interesting readers? Advertise
lour business or service in Casco oakIWide pine noon;, cederdeck
Bay Weekly's growing Classlfieds and sunroom, fireplaced hving
room. Daylight besemeot 5.1 acra&.
section.
Call 829-4188.
WEST END SPACIOUS Victorian
home. New systems, panelled dini'lg
room, .. bedrooms. Yard, parlling.
$230,000. Call 772·7009.

GARDENER/WRITER , 42,
politically left. wants attic room i'1
household whn people don' slam

stuff for sale

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Monte Paulsen, Publisher

Graders.

-.

roommates

employment

Sign language
In baseball, the third base coach generally relays his instructions to the bat-

ters and base runners through a system
of sign language, A variety of physical
gestures are commonly used, each of
which represent a different instruction
(bunt, hit away, etc,), Of course, to prevent the opposition from stealing these
signs a "key" is frequently employed.
This gesture - tugging one's belt, for instance- precedes the actual sign by some
prearranged number of gestures. The
batters simply ignore the bogus signal
that follows.
The following series of signals to one
batter resulted in his bunting once, hitting away twice, and "taking" three
pitches (although not necessarily in that
order),
We'd like you to identify the key, for
starters. Then give us the signals for
"bunt" "hit away" and "take the pitch."

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Hyour
winning entry is drawn, there isa $20gift
certificate from Alberta'sfor the first prize
winner. Second prize receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize ina four-week span. Onlyoneentry
is allowed per person per week. Drawings are done at random.
All entries for this week's puzzle must
be received by Wed., July 11. The solution to this week's puzzle will appear in
the July 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly,
Send your best guess to:

Real Puzzle #127
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

-'

I 61 Et{tfWtl
2 FAMILY MOVING sale.
Saturday July 7, 9-4 pm. 345
Middle Rd, Falmouth. Rain dateJuly 8.
PHASE 3 IS HERE. The "End All'
Flee (pun intended) market is
happaning Sat/Sun July 7/8. 88
Bracken S1. (between Gray and
Danforth St.) starting lOam.
Records, books, household and
kitchen WantS, the outregeous and
'must haves." rm splitting, all must
go

CascoBav
~EEKLY

RATES & FINE PRINT

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Monte Paulsen, Editor

RATES

Meaagr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,••

All charges Ire per week.
IndiVidual

Business

$ 7,00
Up to 30 words
9.00
31-45 words
11.00
46·60 words
Each additional word ,15

$ 9.00
11.00
13.00
.20

DEADUNES

Monday IIOOn for TillmllY's newsplper.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Category - - - - - - - - - Address

Tolal Number of Weeks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City, Zip

Basic Rate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone (days)I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (eves)______

+ Extra Words at _~ Each _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CBW Box $5,OO/Wk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,

.

Complete payment must accompany all advertising.
NO REFUNDS. There Is a $10 charge for all
returned checks.
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portl.and, ME 04102
Monday·Friday 9 to 5
Dr call 775·6601

Talking Personal Line _ _--.:N.:.o~C.:.;h.:.;a...::rg:..:e_ __
Check One ,..0 1100
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MUHifly
cost by number
. 0 weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

D VISA

D MasterCard

POLICY

caw will 101 prilt Ids thlt seek 10 .., Dr sell semi sellicel

lor mDney or lolllls, or Ids wHh purely IUIIII collent. CB:N will
lOt prinl lull ames, street I.drmes, or phone lamkrs tn tile
PERSON TO PERSON section. PERSON TO PERSON lnelll.rs
must either prvvitle I Post Office 801111m~er in their I' arise the
801 Smice, All infonlltion coamilll PERSON TO PERSON
IdYe~isers it kept strictly confi.entill. CBW menu the right to
catagorim, I8luse or .it Ids due 10 itllfllllllPrilll coRlem, Itc.

caw

WHAT IS A WORD?

Awvnlls coasideM I word when it lin Il\lIce on Nih sides.
Aphone .mber Is one wonl. PttnctultiOI is Iree.

ERRORS

CBW shill not 110 liable lor Iny IYlJOIraplrical eRUII, 01ll1ss101lS,
or chlnga itt the ad wlIich do nO IHeet fill a~e or conlent 01
the ad or subUntially chait_ the tneanint·

REFUNDS

Classified ads Ire not I8lutldable. Ctedil will 110 issued Whel I
vilbllle_ kll been ',I,nnined.

v
NEWSPAPER
PRODUCTION ARTIST
Casco Bay Weekly has a new opportunity for a
Production Artist •
We are looking for a creative problem-solver
with experience in graphic design. You must
have excellent interpersonal skills and be able to
work independently . You should be fluent in
Pagemaker and Freehand for the Macintosh.
Your mission will be to help produce an accurate
and visually-strikinS newspaper on tight
deadlines in a chaotiC work environment.
This full-time, salaried position requires some
weekend work, Pay starts at $15k a year, plus
health coverage and benefits. Salary may be
adjusted according to experience and skill level.
Increases will be based on company growth;
bonuses on performance,
If you are a team player who is as passionate
about ~raphics as you are about social and
ecologlcaf justice, send a resume and samples of
your work to:
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Here's the solution
to Real Puzzle #25
The comer of the board is
shown at right.
First prize goes to Jackie
Dwyer of Portland. Second
prize goes to John Rich of Bar
Mill. Congratulations!

CascoBav
~EKLY

187 auk Street, Portland, ME 04102
, Attn: Elissa Conger, Production manager

::;.; .

", 1990 United Feature Syndicate.
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Bikes for people who love the outdoors.

.

A few of the many bikes we carry.

Peter Halligan, 36, lias been
with L.L &!an for 11 years.

"Bikes are important to me I really
like to ride When I talk to a customer,
I like to share that feeling. I want to get
them excited about bikes, about where
they can go and how they can use them."

Jackre Peppe, 46, IS a
certified mechanic In our

bike department.
Ll..Beon Approach

Am

Buying a bike is a big decision. With so many
styles of bikes-from junior to tandem. ouring
to mountain and the new cross bikes-we know
the choice can be confusing. That's why we
ask you a lot of questions. About how and
where you like to ride. Whether you're a year
round cycler or a summer tourer.

At L.L.Bean, we help you find new ways
to enjoy biking by offering you a generous
selection of quality bike accessories and
clothing. And regular in-store clinics like off
road touring and simple road repair.

·.

· .". .

L.L.Bead

"Choosing a bike isn't easy. But
it's worth everything you put into it.
Because when a bike feels right, you
never want to get off."

Jackie, or one of our other certified bicycle
mechanics, will measure you and make all the
adjustments to make your bike truly fit you.
Then she'll send you on a test ride so you get
the feel for how a good fitting bike works with
you, the rider.

';4 bike shouldn't be uncomfortable
It shouldn't cause you any pain or discomfort. But fit is more than nuts and
bolts. lOu have to like the vision you
have ofyourself on the bike lOu
have to feel good on your bike,
or youre not going to ride it."

"I don't like to rush people In fact, I
urge customers to take time and really
think before they decide Because a
bike is something you could easily
have for 10 or more years. That
can be an eternity if youVe got the
wrong bike with the wrong fit."

·· .

"Bikes are a
real elegant form
of transportation,
especially now
that the technology of fit has
come a long way
from just sliding
the seat up and
down an inch or
two. Bikes these
days come in all
different shapes
and sizes-just
like people"

Our store offers durable .
practical products and knowledgeable,
friendly service for people who
love the outdoors. Were open
24 hours. every day.

·,

Making sure your bike continues to
work right is important, too. That's why
our bike mechanics are on duty every
day from 8 a.m. to midnight. That's 16
hours a day. So the next time you hit a pot
hole and bend a rim, there's someone here
at L.L.Bean to help you get back on the road.
"~ must fit dozens of bikes a week.
That's a lot of bikes. But it's still rewarding every time I know a bike works for
its rider the way it was meant ta"

Roule J, Freeport, Maine
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Introducing a
New Sandwich

) It's a
"Hum~

.

~dinger"

• •

Hummus,
sprouts, tomato
& Bermuda onion
on your
choice of bread

VIVANT
SALADS

'~

Healthy Alternattve"
, 0 Moulton St.• Olllll'n

92 Exchange Street
Portland. MaIne 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

